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ABSTRACT
In the main, today’s architecture of the high-rise office typology is
plagued with ideas of the industrial and post WW-II societies. That
is, stacked repetitive floor plates connected to the urban fabric by
centralized cores, leaving the only hope of exterior originality to the
design of the hermetically sealed skin. This attitude of severing the
connection between natural air and architecture, by supplementing
nature with machine has rendered the typology completely ignorant to
its geographic and climatic context. The typology which accounts for a
third of the average person’s life should be under constant examination
and revision, however the typology has remained critically stagnant for
a century.
The top two threats to global health, as underlined by the WHO, are
global pandemic and climate change. The rapid spread of viral strand
COVID-19 was a profound reminder of the essential failures of the highrise office typology. Entire cities were left deserted due to the inability
of the typology to deliver a work experience which safeguards faceto-face culture and welfare of occupants. Furthermore, the high-rise
office typology is the main culprit of extreme carbon emissions. In
New York City alone, high-rise office towers make up less than 2% of
the real-estate market yet are responsible for nearly 50% of the city’s
emissions, as underlined by “Dirty Buildings Bill” of May 2019. These
reasons constitute a legitimate case for a reevaluation of the typology.
In a time, which has challenged face-to-face culture and the highrise office typology in its entirety, my thesis is a testament to the
safeguarding of face-to-face culture and a re-prioritizing of the
relationship between natural air and the architecture of the typology.
Considering the vast amount of unoccupied high-rise office space,
my thesis proposes an air-centered renovation which will utilize
smart wind-induced and buoyancy-induced ventilation strategies to
transform the energy intensive, hermetically sealed glass towers into
structures which support a future of occupant safety, indoor air quality
and energy-efficiency.
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1.1 OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 01
THESIS BASIS
Thesis basis is the
groundwork of ideas which
encompass the essence of
the thesis, providing a lens
through which the rest of
the information that follows
should be viewed.

Summary:

Definitions:

This thesis explores the relationship between natural air and high-rise office typology
and questions “has air been neglected as an essential element of spatial design,
and if so, what are the consequences of such neglect?” Pre-1900, office buildings
relied on natural ventilation to function. With the advent of technology such as air
conditioning in 1902, accompanied by innovations in standardized steel, artificial
lighting, and hydraulic elevators at the turn of the century, office buildings got bigger,
taller, and deeper for economic benefit. The resulting architecture of high-rise offices
supplemented natural air with mechanical air. The thesis concludes that several
complications pertaining to the high-rise office typology including sick building
syndrome (viral spread), extreme energy consumption rates, and psychological
deterioration of workers is directly connected to this neglection of natural air.

[Aero]tecture :

an air-centered design methodology (‘aero’ meaning of air
and ‘tecture’ meaning build-er)

Natural Air :

external air that is ventilated, heated or cooled utilizing
natural processes (wind-induced or buoyancy induced
force)

Mechanical Air :

external air that is ventilated, heated or cooled utilizing
energy-intensive processes/machinery

High-rise:

per building code terminology, a building exceeding 75’
in height above average grade plane

Open Window :
(era)

pre-1900 time period where architecture relied on natural
ventilation to function

Windows Shut :
(era)

post-1900 time period where advances in technology
and economic motives shifted architecture to rely on
mechanical sources of air and light

The thesis proposes “what if technology was incorporated not to supplement natural
air, but rather to advance the possibilities of natural air? Could the high-rise office
begin to ‘open the windows’ once again? If natural ventilation strategies could be
deployed at a national scale, the thesis hypothesizes that the built environment could
begin to safeguard face-to-face culture (reduce viral spread by upwards of 90%),
drastically reduce energy consumption rate, and return a phenomenological quality of
space to the current homogenized experiential vacuums seen today.
The thesis walks the reader through an example of [Aero]tecture, a design
methodology which prioritizes air through each phase of design. The thesis explores
optimal sites for natural ventilation within the United States, site-specific design
priorities to consider, step-by-step methodology for how architects can make educated
design decisions prioritizing air, a workflow which incorporates BIM modeling and
computational fluid dynamics and provides examples of design strategies and
technologies which can be added to complement and strengthen a natural ventilation
strategy.
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Problem: Existing Condition Mapping

Solution: Thesis Proposal Concept Mapping

Existing flow chart:

Proposal flow chart:

pre-1900 aero-tecture

1900 paradigm shift

ARCHITECTURE

strong biophilic
connection
between air and
architecture

surge of
technological
advancement

TECHNOLOGICAL
SURGE

post-1900 “bigness”

modern reliance on machine

pre-1900 natural aero-tecture

ARCHITECTURE

MECHANICAL AIR

ARCHITECTURE

reliance on
machine to replace
nature, which has
caused fragility
during pandemic
and over-reliance

severance
between
air and
architecture

strong biophilic
connection
between air and
architecture

1900 advancement

surge of
technological
advancement

TECHNOLOGICAL
SURGE

This thesis identifies a historical relationship between air as a natural design
element and architecture, aero-tecture. Pre-1900, architecture relied on natural
air to heat, cool and ventilate space. With the advent of the technological
surge of the late 1800’s/early 1900’s, the connection between natural air
and architecture was severed. The severance drove an over-reliance on the
machine, a root of current threats facing humanity. This thesis proposes to
reconnect natural air and technology and further strengthen this connection
with building technology.
post-1900 tech-based aero-tecture

new synthesis

ARCHITECTURE

MECHANICAL AIR

strong
connection
between air and
architecture

problem

NATURAL AIR

NATURAL AIR

time

today
0 - 1899 CE
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NATURAL AIR

1900 CE

1900 - 2020 CE

NATURAL AIR

time

TECHNOLOGY
use of technology
to further
strengthen
relationship
between air and
architecture
solution

today
0 - 1899 CE

1900 CE

1900 - 2020 CE
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1.2 THESIS INTRODUCTION
Thesis Statement + Research Questions
Thesis Statement:
The intent of my thesis is to re-establish and use technology
to further strengthen the relationship between natural air and
“big” architecture. Specifically the thesis is a re-evaluation of
the high-rise office typology, which has historically neglected
natural air as an essential design element. The air-centered
design approach will respond to extreme over-reliance on
mechanical air. The solution will remedy sick-building syndrome
as witnessed during COVID-19 pandemic, reduce global energy
demand for space cooling, heating and ventilation and remedy
pyschological impairment of occupants.
Research Questions:
1. Why was natural air neglected in post-1900 “big” architecture?
2. What were the consequences of “nailing the windows shut?”
3. What design strategies/technologies could be implemented
to respond to such consequences?
4. How are these designs strategies/technologies applied to the
high-rise office typology and how do they perform?
5. Why is high-rise natural ventilation not standard practice?
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CHAPTER 02
THEORY
Theory supports the thesis
through literary precedent.
It is the cataloged thoughts
of philosophers and design
theorist to support the
position of the thesis.

2.1 NEGLECT OF NATURAL AIR

2.2 CONSEQUENCES OF NEGLECT

Theories Behind Neglect of Natural Air

Theoretical Consequences

A neglect of natural air:

Consequences of Neglect:

In the symposium, Perception of Architecture: Here and
Now, a design theorist named Malte Wangenfeld titled a
piece within the exposition called Perceiving Atmospheres: A
Phenomenological Exploration. Within the piece, the author
explored a question proposed by English design theorist
Helen Mallinson; “Do we forget about air when we think
about architecture as ‘space’, and if so, what are the ethical
consequences of this forgetting?” A question in relation to
the paradigm air-conditioned interior climate, referred to as
an experiential vacuum.

In the book Metaphors of Experience: The Voice of Air, by
Helen Mallinson proposes the experiential consequences of
such removal of natural air and climate from experience. She
draws a concise comparison to film. The author proposes the
question “how arid [would] films be stripped of their emotive
climates, their signs of the air in weather, sound, and music...
no moments of limpid calm or poetry of time.” - refer to
figure 2.1.3.

The author then draws comparisons in history between
a time of the “open window” and a time of “nailing
the windows shut”. The open window, as supported by
a reference to figure 2.1.1, The Balcony Room, describes
a biophilic relationship between architecture and air,
capturing not only an open window, but “the sunlight
and the air from the outside [that] enters a quiet room,
quite tangibly, in the luminous folds of the curtain.” This is
described as a “pure window” which is neither landscape nor
interior, but a combination of both.
In contrast, Figure 2.1.2, The Raven, paints an ominous
intermingling between architecture and air. Based off of the
book by Edgar Allen Poe, this painting concisely describes
the moment the raven is accidentally allowed in.
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Figure 2.1.1 ↑: The Balcony Room, Adolph
Menzel, 1845

Figure 2.1.2 ↑: The Raven, Gustave Dore, 1884

This moment captured is a symbol and testament to the mood
surrounding air in the late 1800’s (1884). In this image, the threshold
has allowed a certain evil and eeriness into the interior, painting an
unpropitious foreshadowing of events to come, mainly pain, or more
so death. It comes as no surprise that because of this view of openness
as “threat”, during the turn of the century into 1900, the architecture
of the time saw a movement toward mechanical air as a testament
to man conquering nature; conquering fear. In the following years,
modernism would take this anti-air driven design to new heights,
erupting into a 20th century “bigness of architecture” hermetically
sealed from external context.

The author further develops her position by with a statement
of paradox; “the paradox is that increasingly variable and
unpredictable weather patterns and global warming are
driven by, at least in part, a desire for highly homogenized
global interior climates.” To follow up, the theorist states
that aside from being ‘exceedingly energy intensive’, the
hermetically sealed off envelope strategy separates interior
space from their atmospheric geography and related
phenomena, neutralizing phenomenal qualities of space
and thus rendering them “experience-proof”.

Figure 2.1.3 ↑: Metaphors of Experience: The
Voice of Air, Helen Mallinson, 1996

Figure 2.1.4 ↑: The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani
Pallasmaa, 1996

To further support, figure 2.1.4, The Eyes of the Skin critiques
the ocular-centrism in modernity, and how it has resulted
in a lack of re-prioritizing of the immersive senses: touch,
taste, smell, hear, and so on. Natural air is supported as the
medium for the invisible senses that make up majority of
architectural experience.
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2.3 TYPOLOGY GUILTY OF NEGLECT
Architecture of Bigness and Modern Office Development
The separation of high-rise from context (natural air):
In the book Postmodernism, a collection of design theorist’s
thoughts were collected in a single document. Within this
document, chapter 20: Toward a Critical Regionalism,
written by Kenneth Frampton critiques the approach
of modernist buildings (figure 2.1.5). The author argues
that “modern building is now so universally conditioned
by optimized technology that the possibility of creating
significant urban form has become extremely limited.”
“Today that practice of architecture seems to be increasingly
polarized between, on the one hand, a so-called “high-tech”
approach predicated exclusively upon production and, on
the other, the provision of a ‘compensatory facade’ to cover
up the harsh realities of this universal system.
Frampton alludes to the international style universality
headed by modernists such as Mies van der Rohe, Le
Corbusier, Richard Neutra and so forth. Specifically
targeting the lack of re-prioritizing of region, and an over
emphasis and “high-tech” design. The critique speaks
directly toward the nature of the modernist high-rise office
towers infecting the nations wide-spread urban fabrics.
Frampton claims that “the phenomenon of universalization,
while being an advancement for mankind, at the same time
constitutes a sort of subtle destruction.” This is the reasoning
for my selection of typology to further investigate.
9 | Theory

Figure 2.1.5 ↑: Towards a Critical Regionalism, Kenneth
Frampton, 1983

2.4 LITERARY REVIEW
Supporting Readings (Theory)

Related Reading 01 ↑: The Phenomenology

of Spirit, G.W.F. Hegel, 1807.
Hegel defines a concept of thesis, antithesis
and synthesis. An idea that all historic events
go through phases of thesis - or initial idea,
antithesis - or a critique of the initial idea, and
a synthesis, or a negotiation between the two
to arrive at an improvement. This concept
underlines the entirety of what my thesis aims
to accomplish, a synthesis.
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Related Reading 02 ↑: Being and Time,

Martin Heidegger, 1927.
Proposed that “modern technology is
a sickness of understanding being – a
challenging to nature.” Heidegger claimed
that the outlook on beings to be exploited
applied to human beings. He further claimed
technology has liberated us from what
it means to be human being. Expressed
“Dasein”.

Supporting Readings (Typology)

Related Reading 03 ↑: S,M,L,XL, Rem

Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, 1995.
Articulated that along with the advent of
the technological revolution, architecture
developed an attitude of “bigness”, The
vastness was attainable by technology,
however made architecture rely on the
machine to function. The book critiques this
concept of “bigness”.

Related Reading 04 ↑: A Design Manual:

Office Buildings, 2002.
The book articulated the design process of
office design into a straight forward process,
understanding building form, envelope
strategy and tenant work mode as the
essential components to office design. The
precedents at the end of the book further
support the highlighted project elements.

Related Reading 05 ↑: Future Office: Design,
Practice and Applied Research, 2008.
Future office supported my thesis more
so with the applied research into future
technologies for high-rise office design,
including envelope technologies, vertical
circulation developments and design
strategies that increase the volatility of air in
design.

Related Reading 06 ↑: Natural Ventilation in

High-Rise Office Buildings, 2013.
This guide is the bible for natural ventilation of
the High-Rise office building. the books pieces
together international data on office buildings
into a succinct and clear book. Although the
design manual does not factor in design with
an attitude toward pandemic, it lays out the
general fundamentals of air-centered design
as well as extensive examples of such.
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3.1 HISTORIC OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 03
TYPOLOGY + AIR
Chapter defends the
selection of typology and
explains what air-centered
design looks like in the
typology at question to
inform future design
decisions.

The birth of office typology:

At the turn of the 19th century, a transition took place from
hand production methods to machines. Additionally taking
place was new chemical manufacturing, iron production
processes, steam power, water power an so on. This led to a
mechanization of industrial society, thus altering the way we
worked. The factory system was born.

With the creation of fields to financially support factories like
banking, insurance, rental, and telecommunications came a
new wave of the building type. The advancements in industry,
commercial and transportation enterprises generated a
growing demand for financing which became the perfect
storm for office typology, and the mid 1800’s saw a boom in
the new typology.

The development of the mechanized factory system
generated a need for fields such as banking, insurance,
telecommunications and so on. These needs “formed
the basis for the architecture of today’s office buildings.”
Professional groups began a trending of separation between
working space and living space. This separation created the
need for a new building typology, the office building.

B. mechanization

C. armature: factory

D. necessity

E. task completion

F. armature: office

office

office

office

office
office

office

office

office

office
ru

st

office
office

office

office

office

office

office

central atrium

time

flexible

de-central
Figure 3.1.1 ↑: Work mode of mid-1800’s

office

corridor

re

u
ct

office

central room

Scheme 01:

Scheme 02:

Scheme 03:

Two/three story scheme
of stair core servicing a
main corridor surrounded
by an arrangement of
privatized rooms. The
scheme falls under the
category of cellular.

Two/three story scheme
of a central atrium
engulfed within cellular
blocks of office program.
Circulation takes place
within the atrium.

Two /three story scheme
of a central room
serviced by centralized
stair cores. The central
room hosts an open plan
of desks for the lowest
tier employees.

Modes of work:
The mode of
work for mid
1800’s era was
the least mobile
and interactive
relatively.
•repetitive
•standardized
•individual oriented
•fixed location

interaction
mobility

A. hand production

The growing interdependencies between professional groups,
and the emergence of the railroad system yielded itself
to become the urban fabric’s most common component.
The separation between home and work was feasible, and
mass production made supplying employees with standard
equipment finally within reach.

grand
office

place

The shift from hand production, the factory:

Monetary necessity, shift in work mode:

Early Off ice Planning + Work Mode

temporary

From Factory to Off ice

mobile

stationary

Typological Origins

The work-type of
the mid 1800’s era:
•rigid structure
•hierarchical
•time-dependent
•division of work
and leisure

co-operative

concentrated

Figure 3.1.2 ↑: Interaction vs. Mobility during mid-1800’s
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Pre-1900CE Office Building Aero-tecture (S,M)

1900CE Technological Surge

Architecture informed by natural air:

Major inventions which catalyzed tall office building (see
figure 3.1.5):

Pre-1900 office buildings had to be specifically designed
to site forces that influenced the form and envelope. That
being, sun or temperature and air for maintaining an
optimal interior climate. The vernacular office buildings
ranged between 2 - 3 stories and mainly responded to two
site forces:
1. Natural Air

1. Steel Beam Production - 1850’s, early experimentation
2. Commercial Type Writer - 1867, Christopher Latham Sholes
Figure 3.1.3 ↑: Diagram, vernacular office building strategies:
• Operable windows
•Central atrium (passive ventilation, natural lighting)

3. Hydraulic Lifts - 1870, Sir William Armstrong
4. Telephone - 1876, Alexander Graham Bell

2. Sun

5. Electric Light - 1879, Thomas Edison

The buildings had to respond in a manner that is
referenced in figure 3.1.3. Due to lack of technology for
heating, cooling and ventilation, the buildings form had
to be established to bring in enough air and natural
light, without introducing too much solar heat gain, thus
ruining any chance of productivity for workers.

6. Artificial air-conditioning - 1902, Willis Carrier

3.

4.

5.

6.

Importance of major inventions:
It was at this moment in history that architects realized they
could break from what they thought were constraints of the
time, natural air and light. The minds behind the integration
of technology into the office building typology understood
that the new technology offered potential for vast, deep floor
plates and building envelopes. Wherever nature used to play
key role was entirely supplemented by artificial response, and
the architecture became alien to it’s site.

strategies applied, 1891

2.

4.

6.

700 ft.
600 ft.
500 ft.
400 ft.
300 ft.
200 ft.
100 ft.
time
1950

Figure 3.1.4 ↑: Wainwright Building, vernacular office building

1.

5.

1900

Unforeseen was the global problems that would ensue
with such a holistic dependency on mechanical means
of supplying vitals to buildings. What happens when the
mechanical systems fail or cost too much energy to run?

3.

1850
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2.

1800

As referenced in figure 3.1.4, the plan for the Wainwright
building built in 1891. The building relied on operable
windows for natural ventilation and furnaces for heating.
The extreme cost of electricity at the time, along with
the necessity for workers to have natural light to work,
the building planning had to take all of these forces into
consideration for design. This begs the question, if the
vernacular form for the office building responds in such
an inherent way, why did we decide to nail the windows
shut? What pushed us away from the natural response?

1.

Figure 3.1.5 ↑: Average building height overtime, direct

correlation between technology and “bigness” post-1900
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Post-1900CE Architecture of “Bigness”

Case Study - Origins of “Bigness” (L)
Central
core

Office building architecture post-1900:
At the turn of the century the new technology available
started to integrate into the built environment, especially
the office building. Client demands for square footage
sky-rocketed and architects had to muster up a response.
At this time, technology and mechanization was seen as
a crutch to alleviate the pressure placed on designing
for natural air and sun. Instead, two new forces drove the
architectural response of “bigness”:

New heights in office building typology, Monadnock Building:

Status
symbol

Figure 3.1.6 ↑: Big office building planning, capitalist

strategies applied: sealed envelope, deep floor plate, max. SF

1. Maximum Square Footage
2. Maximum Profit/ Return on Investment
The mechanization promised clients a new wave of
building type never before seen and would soon sweep
the nation. The new buildings could now expand, take
up entirety of the respective site without concern for
natural light (replaced with artificial light) and enclose
themselves from natural air, and replace with air
conditioning. The planning response is shown in figure
3.1.6.
The formal result is that buildings grew taller with the
new incorporation of the elevator and the top floor flipped
from being a symbol of poverty to a symbol of status,
referenced in figure 3.1.7. Having an office with access to
natural light was seen as a symbol of economic status as
well, and little code was in place to prevent this attitude.
19 | Typology + Air

Status
symbol
Floor Plan ↑: the Monadnock , street level

Sealed
envelope

Image ↑: Illustration, the Monadnock,
exterior view

Case study_Monadnock Building:

Priorities of the era:

Architect: Burnham & Root Architects
Completion Date: 1893
Specifications: 16 Stories, 400,000 SF

1. Maximum Square Footage
2. Maximum Profit

The Monadnock building by Burnham & Root architects illustrates the typical
American Floor plan which developed from the logic of the Mid 1800’s and the
advancement of technology during the late 1800’s. When completed, it was the
largest office building in the world. It’s masonry and steel composite structure
provided proof of the utilization of steel as a reliable building material. The
introduction of hydraulic elevator cores allowed the typology to hit new heights. In
comparison to European floor plates, the Monadnock is representative of the deep
floor plates of America, with the new dependence on artificial lighting and air.

Due to the fact that there were neither zoning restrictions on height nor regulations on floor
plate depth, the door was wide open for capitalist motive. The determinism to get the most
square footage for the dollar coupled with the lust to turn massive return on investment
manifested itself as the basis for American office design in the late 1800’s.
The only limitation of the time was the technology, such as electrical light not being able to
supply enough lumen for production or the height limitations of vertical circulation.
The theme to separate man from nature becomes self evident as we move to the mid 1900’s
architecture of office towers.

Figure 3.1.7 ↑: Big office building form, capitalist strategies
applied: sealed envelope, stacked floor plate, max. SF
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The Hermetically Sealed Container

Case Study - Evolution of “Bigness” (XL)

A holistic separation from natural air:

A hermetically sealed container, Seagram Building:

Technological advancement opened potential for architecture
never before experienced. The power to remove man from
constraint, as a testament of man’s conquering of nature.
The modernist movement of high-rise office towers became
wide spread and the standard for majority of office buildings
that exist today. The buildings got bigger, taller, and gradually
more sealed off, until eventually forgetting the operable
envelope. A new international style was born, and will
ultimately become the source of sick-building syndrome,
and a major contributor to the global energy crisis.

Case study_Seagram Building:
Architect: Mies van der Rohe & Phillip Johnson
Completion Date: 1957
Specifications: 38 Stories, 849,000 SF
The Seagram building is a prominent instance of the staple
corporate modern architecture and embodied the functionalist
aesthetic of “less is more”. The building is a complete
juxtaposition to all vernacular office building style which
came before it. The building is a face of the international style
and shares the same DNA from which over 80% of high-rise
office buildings today follow. The emphasis on the envelope,
and the budget spent on the decorative I-beams which float
up the building’s facade demonstrate a symbolic message...
that office design not only has separated itself from context,
but rather the architecture celebrates this severance in
relationship, an attitude that will inevitably haunt future
society, figure 3.1.8.

Major faces of the international style:
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
(1886-1969)
Le Corbusier
(1887-1965)

Phillip Johnson
(1906-2005)
Richard Neutra
(1892-1970)

A. vertical cores

B. deep plates

C. sealed envelope

The main component of
office tower logic from
this moment forward.
Establishes the logic
and functionality for the
entirety of the structure.

The entirely glass envelope
allows for deep plate
design that had never
been seen prior. With no
restriction on plate depth,
the only constraints were
technology and budget.

The operable window is
forgotten with this final
move. This approach
to design leaves no
opportunity for an external
relationship to the
building. The building is
separated from site.

Figure 3.1.5 ↑: Photograph, the Seagram Building, Exterior
Envelope
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Floor plan ↑: the Seagram Building, Typical Level
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3.2 PURPOSE

Sick-building syndrome:

4000
3,755 cases

3500

51.3 per 100,000

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Factors related to air

66° F - 74° F (dry bulb)

Relative humidity

40% - 70%

Delivery of fresh air

8 1/s/person (minimum)

Total air supply

4-6 air changes/h

Air speed

0.1 - 0.3 m/s

Sound

46 dBA

Lighting

500 - 750 lux

Figure 3.2.2 ↑: Parameters to prevent sick-building syndrome,
(CIBSE 1986 recommended parameters)
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Temperature
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HOUSTON

Recommended Level

20

SAN FRAN.

Parameter

The main purpose of this thesis is to propose a re-evaluation
of the high-rise office typology, in an effort re-prioritize
natural air in our urban context. For humanity’s sake, if urban
density is not defended and reconciled, sprawl will reach an
unreasonable measure and our energy supply systems will
find themselves utterly de-centralized. It is time that the great
minds responsible for the health and well being of occupants
design the high-rise office typology the correct way, in order
to ensure our cities can defend themselves from the next
pandemic that strikes. It is evident that our economy cannot
support a vast evacuation of building occupancy, nor can
building owners support paying for large amounts unused
square footage. A solution must be presented.

25

LOS ANGELES

environments highest ever recorded at 51.3 cases per 100,000

30

PORTLAND

Figure 3.2.1 ↑: Tuberculosis in NYC, viral spread in urban
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YEAR
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NEW YORK
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The current status of high-rise office typology in the case
of pandemic is not promising. COVID-19 has generally
threatened the typology itself across the nation. Cities alike
found themselves deserted; scenes that one would visualize
to describe post-apocalypse. New York City’s Times Square,
silent and with flashing signs of neon lights with no audience
to entertain. Atlanta’s Centennial Park, left as barren concrete.
The Las Vegas strip, empty. Our urban environments, and
specifically the buildings that make them up, have failed to
safeguard face-to-face culture, and ensure the health and
safety of occupants (see figures 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).

45

SEATTLE

There are multiple examples in history of this very impact
occurring. In the mid-1950’s the spread of tuberculosis was an
immediate threat to the international style high-rise office.
The lack of natural ventilation exponentially increased rate
of spread indoors. The disease is the deadliest of all time,
claiming 1.5 million lives annually and infecting 23% of the
world population. (see figure 3.2.1). The Oil Crisis of 1973, highrise office buildings in the United States were consuming
too much energy, because of the lack of solar shading was
placing heavy cooling demands on the typology. Therefore
the technical solution was to further seal the buildings with
greater insulation and reflectivity to reduce cooling loads.
These increasingly sealed off high-rise office towers caused
detriment to the health and comfort of workers. The result
was a deterioration of indoor air quality due to humidity
condensation and the growth of mold in the mechanical
vents. A question began to circulate: how to remedy
infectious nature of high-rise offices? (see figure 3.2.2).

COVID-19 and the impact on high-rise office:

4500

NUMBER OF CASES

After the modernist movement swept the nation and became
the standard for high-rise office typology in the 1950’s, the
built environment shifted to nearly 100% dependency on
mechanical strategies to substitute what was once supplied
by nature. A factor unconsidered to this day is the inability of
mechanical systems to effectively disperse sickness.

Response to COVID-19
(recorded between Mar. and Jun. 2020)

New York City, annual Tuberculosis cases:

VACANT OFFICE SQUARE FOOTAGE (MIL)

Response to Building Sickness

Figure 3.2.3 ↑: Data for amount of vacant office square

footage per city at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL OFFICE SPACE
86 MIL

451 MIL
68%

38 MIL
78%

16 MIL
95%

48%

SEATTLE

240 MIL

40%

NEW YORK

ATLANTA

PORTLAND

LOS ANGELES

167 MIL

54%

CHICAGO

Figure 3.2.4 ↑: Data for percentage of office square footage
left vacant during the height of COVID-19 pandemic.
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Future of Global Climate Change

Response to Global Climate Change

An ever rising global energy demand:

Statistics involving air, climate change and pollution:

Air-centered solution to an air-centered problem:

Global warming is one of the top existential threats to humanity
as listed by the World Health Organization (WHO). It is currently
recorded that the urban built environment accounts for 75% of
global GHG emissions and that buildings alone account for 39%
of this total. It is additionally predicted that by 2050, anywhere
between 50% and 68% of the population will live in urban areas
(equating to approximately 6.6 billion people). It is feared that
once global temperatures reach +3.6°C, the effects may be longlasting or irreversible.

1. Mechanical air-conditioning contributes 1/17th of the worlds
CO2 and HFC emissions

It is understood that the tall building strategy is the most viable
option for maintaining population density and a centralized
power grid. However, the buildings need to perform better to
account for future needs of humanity. It is given that HVAC
systems in tall office buildings account for somewhere between
30-40% of overall building energy consumption (see figure
3.2.5); the elimination of these systems with natural ventilation is
arguably the most important step we could take in the shift to
making tall buildings more sustainable.

The architecture 2030 challenge is currently aiming to reduce
carbon emissions in the building industry, to eventually achieve
a carbon neutral society by 2030. In an effort to do so, architects
around the globe have integrated sustainable building practices
to reduce the overall carbon footprint. However, a part of the
conversation that seems to be neglected is air, and the major
role air plays in the conversation. Current mechanical systems
for air heating, cooling and ventilation are inefficient and the
building forms which host them generate an extremely energyinductive demand. As the population grows, and air conditioning
becomes more universal, the energy demands for air will become
insatiable.
It is considered by the International Energy Agency that air is
“one of the most critical blind spots” in today’s energy debate,
as air conditioners account for 1/5th of the total energy used
in buildings and over 10% of all global electricity consumption
today.

2. It currently requires 2,000 TWhs per year to run the world’s
cooling machines
3. 2,000 TWhs produces 4,000,000,000 tons of CO2 per annum
4. The current trajectory is that by 2050 it will require 6,000 TWhrs
to run the world’s cooling machines (accounting for China’s and
India’s population yet to have A.C.)
5. 6,000 TWhs produces 12,000,000,000 tons of CO2
6. Only 8% of the 2.8 billion people living in the worlds hottest
climates have access to A.C., meaning there is an immense
amount of room for growth

The hypothesis is that if we target the leading culprit in global
building energy consumption, the high-rise office typology,
identify the leading cause for electrical demand, air, and convert
the standard to become a mixed-mode of techno-based aerotecture, then humanity can take the largest possible step toward
a carbon neutral future (see figure 3.2.6).

Water Systems
Energy
1%

Fans, Pumps &
Controls Energy
6%

Heating and Cooling
Energy
33%

Equipment
Energy
31%

Maximum Potential
for Solution

Lighting
Energy
29%

Figure 3.2.5 ↑: Divisions of average energy consumption
distribution in tall buildings

7. India (population: 1,380,004,385) is predicted to have 45% of
their households air-conditioned. India is currently at 5%.
8. It is predicted that 2/3 of the worlds households will have airconditioning by 2050

leading energy consumption culprit

leading building energy demand

solution with greatest potential return

HIGH-RISE
OFFICE

H.V.A.C

AIR-CENTERED APPROACH

Figure 3.2.6 ↑: Air-centered solution concept mapping
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3.3 AN AIR-CENTERED DESIGN
Main Forces of Air-centered Design

Design Strategies Illustrated:

Forces informing air-centered design:

Respective design strategies/technologies:

There are three main forces that inform air-centered
design:
1. Site context

The following list is a conglomeration of current categorizations of
design strategies which can be implemented as tools for air-centered
design in buildings, specifically tall buildings. The majority of aircentered design moves can be categorized into the following list.

2. Climate

1. Double-skin facade

3. Building form/orientation

2. Atrium/chimney

Site context is regarding the immediate surroundings of
a building. This is a geographic force, based upon heights
of buildings surrounding or any other obstructions which
could alter the path, density or velocity of the respective
winds. This also includes immediate topographical data.

3. Thermal mass/Night Cooling

Climatic data is crucial. Such data includes average
humidity, average temperatures, wind velocities, heating
and cooling degree days and so on. These factors define
majority of the load in which natural ventilation should
support as well as the logistics of how to support it.

6. Natural lighting/floor depth control

Building orientation is a response to contextual site forces
and climatic data. Correct building form/orientation
should be informed by the data as orientation will make
or break air-centered design strategies.
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1. Double-skin facade

3. Thermal mass/Night Cooling

5. Passive/active solar shading

7. Passive air inlet design

2. Atrium/chimney

4. Active air inlet design

6. Natural lighting/floor depth control

8. Wing wall/roof

4. Active air inlet design
5. Passive/active solar shading

7. Passive air inlet design
8. Wing wall/roof
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Natural Ventilation in Tall Buildings

Natural Ventilation Strategies

Main fundamentals:

Ventilation strategies:

The main forces for naturally ventilating tall buildings are
generally the same for all other types of buildings. At it’s
essence, natural ventilation relies on naturally occurring
pressure differences generated across the envelope of
openings of a building. There are three general phenomena
which generate pressure differences:

A ventilation strategy is defined as how air is introduced
into a building and the means by which that air is
exhausted. There are four main categories of ventilation
strategies as defined by CTBUH:

Windward

Leeward

-

-

-

-

+

2. Cross ventilation (figure 3.3.4)

-

+

2. Temperature differences between intake and exhausted
air (gravity forcing on density)

5h

4. Mixed-mode ventilation
N.P.

+

-

1. Wind-induced (see figure 3.3.1)

+

2. Buoyancy-induced (see figure 3.3.2)
Figure 3.3.1 ↑: Example of wind-

induced pressurization of the building
envelope. The pressure differences
generated drive air into the envelope.
The windward side is referred to as the
positive pressure zone. The respective
leeward side is referred to as the
negative pressure zone.

+

Figure 3.3.2 ↑: Example of buoyancyinduced pressurization of the
building envelope. Thermal buoyancy
in buildings is caused by indoor/
outdoor temperature differentials. A
neutral plane exists in tall buildings
at a height where indoor pressure
equates outdoor and flips.

*color represents pressure
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Figure 3.3.3 ↑: Single-sided ventilation

3. Stack ventilation (figure 3.3.5)

3. A combination of the two phenomena

These two physical mechanisms are the basis for all natural
ventilation strategy.

h

1. Single-sided ventilation (figure 3.3.3)

1. Effects of wind

As a result, two main categories of natural ventilation can
be determined. The physical mechanism driving natural
ventilation is either:

2.5h

Single-sided ventilation is when fresh air enters the room
on one side of the interior room, and is exhausted on the
same side it was introduced on.
Cross ventilation is when fresh air enters the room on one
side of a room and is exhausted on the opposite wall.

Figure 3.3.4 ↑: Cross ventilation

Stack ventilation depends on height/temperature
differential. The air intake takes place at a low point on
the building and is exhausted at a high-point in such
instances like a chimney, atrium, or elevated segment.
Mixed-mode is a hybrid combo of mechanical and natural.
Figure 3.3.5 ↑: Stack ventilation

*color represents temperature
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Form Affecting Wind
Form’s affect on wind:
•
•
•
•

The importance of decreasing velocity :

Increasing wind speed:

Increase wind velocity
Decrease wind velocity
Increase turbulence
Decrease turbulence

• Internal thermal comfort
• External thermal comfort (street level)
• Decrease urban turbulence
To the right are examples of formal moves
which decrease wind velocity. This information
will be used in conjunction with wind data to
determine where the building receives too
much wind.

The way we design form influences wind, and the
importance of this thesis is to be cognizant of such
geographic influence.
The following spreads are formal studies conducted
to determine the physics behind wind. The goal is to
utilize these phenomena as design tools for making
design decisions.

Decreasing wind speed:

Internal comfort ranges :
Figure 3.3.6 ↑: Down-washing effect

Figure 3.3.7 ↑: Funnel effect

• <.25 m/s - unnoticed

Figure 3.3.9 ↑: Down-washing effect reduction

Figure 3.3.10 ↑: Porous windbreak effect

• 0.25 - 0.5 m/s - pleasant

To the right as conditions which increase wind
velocity, and can be utilized to supply areas of the
building which need greater volume flow rate.

• 0.5 - 1 m/s - awareness of air movement
• 1.0 - 1.5 m/s - drafty
• <1.5 m/s - annoyingly drafty

Figure 3.3.8 ↑: Channel effect
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Figure 3.3.10 ↑: Solid windbreak effect
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3.4 C.F.D. SOFTWARE
SIMSCALE

Step 01:

Software Type:
Computational Fluid Dynamics

BIM - Rhino 6 workflow

Made by:
SIMSCALE

The first thing SIMSCALE requires is a geometry. This
geometry has to be recognized as:

Software Compatibility:

• Non-manifold
• No naked edges
• Closed polysurface

Rhino/Revit files
Intended Use:
Utilize computational fluid dynamics to provide accurate
simulated data which inform design decisions. Computational
fluid dynamics materialize air in a way which the designer can
both see, understand, and adapt to.
Ease of use:
The program is extremely user friendly as long as the designer
has prior knowledge of BIM modeling software. The user
interface is extremely navigable and the website is fitted with
a personalized customer support outlet if needed.

Once a geometry is analyzed as seen in figure 3.4.1 and
confirmed to meet all of the above requirements, the
geometry is ready to be exported. The export can be
any of the following file types: .3dm, .sat, .obj, .rvt and so
on, however for the purposes of this thesis a Rhino 6 file
was used (.3dm). See figure 3.4.2 for how to export.

Figure 3.4.1 ↑: Edge analysis

If using a later version of Rhino than 6, you must export
down to a Rhino 6 file.

Price:
Free
Speed:
Quick setup, an average file size of 500-1000 faces takes 10
minutes to set up and 30 minutes to simulate
Accuracy:
Accuracy is a reflection model detail and mesh refinement.
The greater modeling accuracy, the more accurate the data.

Figure 3.4.2 ↑: Export geometry
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Step 02:

Step 03:

Import geometry and set enclosure

Adjust enclosure and define materials/boundaries

Now that the geometry intended to be tested has been
exported from Rhino, it now needs to be imported into
SIMSCALE. In the software’s user interface, left click the
plus sign located next to “Geometry” tab and select
import from computer. Select the Rhino export and press
“open”. The geometry will appear as seen in figure 3.4.3.

Once in the enclosure display, the boundaries must be
defined to the proportions below, see figure 3.4.5:
VELOCITY
INLET
WALL (SLIP)

PRESSURE
OUTLET

6H MAX.

Once this is complete, select the symbol with three lines
to reveal the geometry options as seen below:

5H MAX.

Figure 3.4.3 ↑: Import geometry

15H MAX.

Figure 3.4.5 ↑: Adjust enclosure boundaries

Once the enclosure boundaries are defined, press
“start” to generate the enclosure. Once the enclosure is
complete, select “start simulation”>”Incompressible - fixed
velocity”. Add the current geometry to the simulation.

This will reveal the following display seen below, select
“enclosure” to generate a flow volume. Think of this as the
boundaries of a wind tunnel. See figure 3.4.4 for resulting
display.

Under the materials tab, add new material and select “air”.
Apply the “air” material to the enclosure. See figure 3.4.6
and below image for location.

Figure 3.4.4 ↑ Enclosure default display
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WIND TUNNEL
WIDTH

Figure 3.4.6 ↑: Set enclosure as air material
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Step 04:

Step 05:

Define boundary conditions

Refine and generate mesh

After the material has been defined, the flow domain
needs to be defined. Three conditions need to be added
to the “Boundary Conditions” tab:

Now that the boudnaries are defined, it is necessary
to refine the mesh under the “Mesh” tab. The mesh
refinement is crucial as it is the determinant for accurate
results. See below for how to refine a mesh:

• Velocity inlet
• Pressure outlet
• Wall

Figure 3.4.7 ↑: Apply boundary conditions

The “Velocity inlet” should be set to the average annual
velocity on site (in m/s) and in the prevailing wind
direction.
The “Pressure outlet” will remain as default.
The “Wall” must be defined as “Slip”. See figure 3.4.7 for
the application of boundary conditions.

Figure 3.4.8 ↑: Define cartesian box parameters

Select “Mesh”>”Region refinement”. Under the region
refinement display look for the term “Geometry”
and add a “Cartesian Box”. Adjust parameters of the
cartesian box to surround the imported geometry only.
See figure 3.4.8 for an example.
After the cartesian box is in place, generate the mesh.
See below for how to initiate the mesh generation:

Figure 3.4.9 ↑: Mesh complete
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Step 06:

Step 07:

Run Simulation

Post-process results

After the mesh is generated, see below figure for how to run
the simulation. Name the simulation.

Once the simulation has completed, the interface offers
metrics to analyze your test results. To reach the post
processing display, click the button shown below:

Once the prompt is shown, hit the “Start” button. Notice the
resource estimations: the duration is the estimation for how
long the process will take to complete.
The compute resources is the amount of cloud data it requires
to run the task. Each account comes with 3,000 free “core
hours”. Once this limit is capped, more core hours must be
purchased to continue testing. However, 3,000 core hours
can be good for nearly 300 tests depending on file size and
complexity.
See figure 3.4.10 for what the prompt looks like when a
simualtion is in progress. See below for the notification sent by
email:

Figure 3.4.10 ↑: Running simulation prompt

Figure 3.4.11 ↑: Post-processing display + filters

The “new beta” option allows for several filters and analysis
based tools including but not limited to:
• Clipping plane
• Particle trace
• Animation
These options allow for reconfigurable display which will reveal
differing information. Using the Clipping plane, the result
display is interchangeable between pressure, velocity, vorticity
and so on. See figure 3.4.11 for an example of the display.
The eye dropper and legend tools in the top right seen below
may be used to identify data across the interface.
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3.5 CASE STUDIES
Case Study Selections

Case Study Matrices

Selections:

Project data:

The following selection is organized chronologically and
represents buildings which represent a majority of the
design strategies and natural ventilation strategies listed
above respective to worldwide contextual challenges.
01. Commerzbank, 1997
02. Menara UNMO, 1998

04. Gherkin Tower, 2004

XX

Location

XX

Ventilation type

XX

Building height

XX

Geographic position

XX

Ventilation strategy

XX

Stories

XX

Climate classification

XX

Design strategy(s)

XX

Gross area

XX

Prevailing wind direction

XX

Double-skin facade

XX

Building occupier

XX

Avg. wind speed

XX

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

XX

Structural material

XX

Mean annual temperature

XX

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

XX

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

XX

05

Plan depth
02

Building program

XX
XX

Each case is analyzed for it’s project data
which reveals scale, scope, and intent.
Additionally, each project is analyzed
for climatic data which presents the
challenge for an air-centered architecture
to overcome. The final overview is an
analysis of approach taken and outcome.
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+

06

05. Torre Cube, 2005
06. San Francisco Federal Building, 2007

Ventilation overview:

Year of completion

04
01, 03

03. GSW Headquarters, 1999

Climatic data:

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

XX

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

XX

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

XX

Mean annual precipitation

XX

Avg. relative humidity

XX

All comparative data is compared to
typical buildings of similar scale and
site that are fully air-conditioned to
support the same heating and cooling
necessities. Information unfounded is
marked as unpublished.
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01. Commerzbank, 1997

Project Climatic Charts
Climatic data:

Project data:

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

1997

Location

Frankfurt, Germany

Building height

850 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 50°7’N
Long. 8°41’E

Stories

56

Climate classification

Gross area

920,500 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

South-southwest

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

4 m/s

Composite

Mean annual temperature

50°F

Plan depth

55 ft. (from envelope to
central void)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

75°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

39°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

36°F

Mean annual precipitation

24.5 in.
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N
NW

80

NE

100%

70
60

Avg. relative humidity

Average Relative Humidity

Temperate

Structural material

Building program

Average Annual Temperature:

Hottest: 53%
Coldest: 76%

75%

50

W

E
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

SW

40

50%

30
20

25%

10

SE
S

Frankfurt, Germany:
Wind speed for the are is relatively calm,
averaging around 2% majority of the year. The
annual temperature stays relatively moderate
with little to no fluctuation year to year.
Relative humidity in the area stays above 50%
the entirety of the year, and higher humidity
in the cold months.

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

HOT
AVG.
COLD

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

R.H.

Temperate Climate
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kWh/m2
200

Performance

EnEv2007 (Fully air-conditioned building 190 kWh/m2)

180
Ventilation overview:
Ventilation type
Ventilation strategy

160

Mixed-mode
Complementary

Double-skin façade,
central atrium, air inlets

Double-skin facade

Cavity: 8”
Continuity: 5’-0”H, 8’-0”V

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

80% (CTBUH Data)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

63% (compared to fully air-

120
100
Figure 3.3.6 ↑: Single-sided ventilation

80

+
-

60
40

conditioned office buildings)

+

117 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Performance Chart ↑: Average annual energy consumption for heating and cooling (compared to

+

Section ↑: Wind-induced + buoyancy-induced ventilation

2008

Cooling energy consumption

Performance Comparison to Typical Office Building

Typical

Commerzbank

Commerzbank

117 kWh/m2

Net Area

240,000 sf.

920,500 sf.

Fully Air-conditioned

190 kWh/m2

Building Cost

$81,300,000

$246,200,000

Mechanically Heated, Passively
Cooled

160 kWh/m2

$121,400,000

$346,700,000

Passively Heated and Cooled

135 kWh/m2

$40,100,000

$100,500,000

Comparison ↑: Performance

2007

Heating energy consumption

fully air-conditioned high rise office building)

-

Plan ↑: Single-sided + stacked ventilation

20
0

Figure 3.3.6
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EnEv2007 (Naturally heated and cooled building 135 kWh/m2)

140

Single-sided and stack

Design strategy(s)

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

EnEv2007 (Mechanically heated, naturally cooled building 160 kWh/m2)

Investment
Value
Investment
Return

Comparison ↑: Investment return based on same
site and zoning restrictions
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Project Climatic Charts

02. Menara UMNO, 1998
Climatic data:

Project data:

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

1998

Location

Penang, Malaysia

Building height

310 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 5°18’N,
Long. 100°16’E

Average Annual Temperature:

Average Relative Humidity

N
NW

80

NE

100%

70
Stories

21

Climate classification

Gross area

148,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

South-southwest

Building occupier

Multi-tenant

Avg. wind speed

2.6 m/s

Tropical

60

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

82.5°F

Plan depth

45 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

89°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

87°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

46°F

Mean annual precipitation

94.4 in

Building program

Avg. relative humidity
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Hottest: 79%
Coldest: 73%

75%

50

W

E
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

SW

40

50%

30
20

25%

10

SE
S

Penang, Malaysia:
Wind speed for Penang is relatively
calm averaging around 2%. The annual
temperature however is extreme. The climate
remain over 70°F year round regardless of
month. The annual average humidity stay
consistently close to 75% and the country
experiences an extreme amount of rainfall.

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

HOT
AVG.
COLD

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

R.H.

Tropical Climate
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kWh/m2
260

Performance

Penang,Malaysia (Fully air-conditioned building 241 kWh/m2)

240
Ventilation overview:
Ventilation type

Mixed-mode
Complementary

Ventilation strategy

Cross

Design strategy(s)

“Wing Walls” capturing
range of winds

Double-skin facade

None

220

0-100% (tenant dependent)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

25% (compared to fully air-

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

180 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

160

-

Plan ↑: Cross ventilation through interior
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-

140

+

120
100

conditioned office buildings)

Ventilation Strategy:
The case study utilizes unique “Wing Walls”
as a design strategy to bring in more wind
from a greater range of directions, given
annual temperatures are so high. The wind
is directed up and through air inlets into
the interior space, relying on wind-induced
pressurization of the envelope.

Menara UMNO (With shading 180 kWh/m2)

180

5h

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

Menara UMNO (Without shading 193 kWh/m2)

200

-

+
+

0

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Performance Chart ↑: Average annual energy consumption for heating and cooling (compared to
fully air-conditioned high rise office building)

2005

2006

2007

2008

Cooling energy consumption
(with shading)

Performance Comparison to Typical Office Building

Section ↑: Wind-induced envelope pressurization

Manera UMNO (Shaded)

180 kWh/m2

Fully Air-conditioned

241 kWh/m2

Mechanically Cooled

235 kWh/m2

Manera UMNO (Un-shaded)

193 kWh/m2

Comparison ↑: Performance
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03. GSW Headquarters, 1999

Project Climatic Charts
Wind Rose:

Climatic data:

Project data:
Year of completion

1999

Location

Berlin, Germany

Building height

270 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 52°30’N
Long. 13°25’E

Stories

23

Climate classification

Temperate

Gross area

520,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

West

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

2.7 m/s

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

Plan depth

44 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

73.5°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

39°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

34.5°F

Mean annual precipitation

22.5 in.

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: 53%
Coldest: 76%

Building program
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Average Annual Temperature:

Average Relative Humidity
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Berlin, Germany:
Wind speed for Berlin is relatively calm
averaging around 2%. The annual
temperature is moderate, staying moderately
cold in winter months around 32°F and
hovering around 73°F in the summer months.
The predictability is crucial to the strategy.
Relative humidity averages 75% annually.
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kWh/m2
200

Performance

180

Figure 3.3.7

Ventilation overview:

+

+

Mixed-mode
Complementary

Ventilation strategy

Single, cross and stack

Design strategy(s)

Double-skin thermal flue,
Wing roof

Double-skin facade

Cavity: 40”
Continuity: ∞ H, ∞ V

80

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

70% (CTBUH Data)

60

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

53% (compared to fully air-

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

150 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

EnEv2007 (Naturally heated and cooled building 135 kWh/m2)

140

+

120
100

N.P.

conditioned office buildings)

+

40
20
0

-

Section ↑: Buoyancy-induced envelope pressurization, wing
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EnEv2007 (Mechanically heated, naturally cooled building 160 kWh/m2)

160

Ventilation type

Figure 3.3.7 ↑: Wing roof detail

EnEv2007 (Fully air-conditioned building 190 kWh/m2)

roof extraction strategy

+
+

-

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Performance Chart ↑: Average annual energy consumption for heating and cooling (compared to
fully air-conditioned high rise office building)

2005

2006

2007

2008

Heating energy consumption
Cooling energy consumption

Performance Comparison to Typical Office Building
GSW Headquarters

150 kWh/m2

Fully Air-conditioned

190 kWh/m2

Mechanically Heated, Passively
Cooled

160 kWh/m2

Passively Heated and Cooled

135 kWh/m2

Comparison ↑: Performance
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Project Climatic Charts

04. Gherkin Tower, 2004
Climatic data:

Project data:

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

2004

Location

London, UK

Building height

490 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 51°32’N
Long. 0°5’W

Average Annual Temperature:

Average Relative Humidity

N
NW

80

NE

100%

70
Stories

42

Climate classification

Gross area

695,500 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

Southwest

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

3.6 m/s

Temperate

60

Structural material

Steel

Mean annual temperature

Plan depth

21 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint, varies)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

71.5°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

46.5°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

25°F

Mean annual precipitation

24.0 in.

Building program

Avg. relative humidity
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Hottest: 66%
Coldest: 81%
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SW
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London, UK:
Wind speed in London, UK at a macro
level is relativley calm. However, the microclimatic wind speeds of the site are turbulent
due to surrounding building clusters and
topographical conditions. The average annual
temperature is moderate, and the relative
humidity for the area is high year round.
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Performance

-

-

-

Ventilation overview:
Ventilation type

Mixed-mode
complementary

Ventilation strategy

Cross and stack

Design strategy(s)

Double-skin thermal
flue, Stepping atria

Double-skin facade

Cavity: 48”
Continuity: -- H, 13’-6”V

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

40% (CTBUH Data)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

Unpublished

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

Unpublished

-

+

+

London, UK (Fully air-conditioned building 235 kWh/m2)

225

- +
-

kWh/m2
250

+

200

+

London, UK (Mechanically heated, naturally cooled building 180 kWh/m2)

175
150
125
100

Plan ↑: Stack ventilation through atria

and cross ventialtion through operable
window systems

75
N.P.

50
25

+
-

0

+
-

+

+

-

-

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Performance Chart ↑: Gherkin Tower average annual energy consumption for heating and cooling
(compared to average fully air-conditioned high rise office building in London,UK)
Heating energy consumption
Cooling energy consumption

-

Section ↑: Horizontally continuous double-skin system and
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stacked atria cause buoyancy-induced ventilation
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05. Torre Cube, 2005

Project Climatic Charts
Climatic data:

Project data:

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

2005

Location

Guadalajara, Mexico

Building height

200 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 20°41’N
Long. 103°20’W

Average Annual Temperature:

Average Relative Humidity

N
NW

80

NE

100%

70
Climate classification

Tropic

Stories

17

Gross area

183,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

West

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

4.8 m/s

60

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

68°F

Plan depth

30 ft. (from envelope to
central void)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

89.5°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

77°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

12.5°F

Mean annual precipitation

28.2 in.

Building program

Avg. relative humidity
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Hottest: 52%
Coldest: 60%
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Guadalajara, Mexico:
Guadalajara is a warm climate with a calm
prevailing wind sweeping due west. The site
has high average annual temperature, which
varies seasonally and annually. The average
temperature floats at 68 degrees year-round.
The relative humidity for the location is much
higher during cold months.
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kWh/m2
200

Performance

180
Ventilation overview:
Ventilation type

Natural Ventilation

Ventilation strategy

Cross and stack

Design strategy(s)

Passive solar shading,
central atrium

Double-skin facade

None

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

100% (CTBUH Data)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

100% (compared to fully air-

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

conditioned office buildings)

0 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

-

Guadalajara, Mexico (Fully air-conditioned building 160 kWh/m2)

160
140
120
100
80
60

Plan ↑: Fresh air enters the offices

through operable brise-soleil facade.
Warm, stale air is exhasted through stack
ventilation into the central atria.

+
+
+

40
20
0

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Performance Chart ↑: Torre Cube average annual energy consumption for heating, cooling and
electrical outlet usage (compared to fully air-conditioned high rise office building)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total energy consumption

Performance Comparison to Typical Office Building

Section ↑: Central external atria and sky gardens used to
provide stack venitaltion for the peripheral offices.
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Torre Cube

0 kWh/m2

Fully Air-conditioned

160 kWh/m2

Comparison ↑: Building H.V.A.C. performance comparison (Torre Cube is 100%
naturally venitalted)
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06. San Francisco Federal Building, 2007

Project Climatic Charts

Climatic data:

Project data:

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

2007

Location

San Francisco, USA

Building height

235 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 37°47’N
Long. 122°26W

Stories

18

Climate classification

Average Annual Temperature:
N

NW

80

NE

100%

70

Temperate

60
Gross area

605,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

West

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

4.3 m/s

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

57°F

Plan depth

33 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

73.5°F

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

57°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

16.5°F

Mean annual precipitation

19.7 in.

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: 69%
Coldest: 69%

Building program
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Average Relative Humidity
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San Francisco, USA:
San Francisco is a temperate climate with
a strong prevailing wind sweeping due
west. The winds are the strongest of all
case studies. The temperature averages
57 degrees year round, taking a jump in
termperature around July. The relative
humidity varies annually with fluctuations.
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kWh/m2
250

Performance

225

Ventilation overview:
Ventilation type
Ventilation strategy

Cross

Design strategy(s)

Thermal mass, Night
cooling, chimneys

Double-skin facade

None

Plan ↑: Cross-ventilation supported by

+

strategic interior space planning to allow
for maximum internal air flow rate

+

175
150
125
100

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

75% (CTBUH Data)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

55% (compared to fully air-

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

200

Mixed-mode
Complementary (zoned)

conditioned office buildings)

+

-

75
50

+

-

Unpublished

25
0

+
+

-

California Fully
Air-Conditioned Building

Title 24 Building

San Francisco Federal
Building (total)

San Fran. Federal
(Floors 6-18 only)

Performance Chart ↑: Average annual energy consumption breakdown of San Francisco Federal
Building, as compared to the average fully air-conditioned building in california
Ventilation (Heating/Cooling)
Lighting
Electrical Outlets
Hot Water

Section ↑: Wind-induced cross-ventilation through double65 | Typology + Air

skin and operable windows in glazing
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3.6 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Comparative Data Table - Design

Comparative Data Table - Performance

Commerzbank

Menara UMNO

GSW Headquarters

Penang, 1998

Berlin, 1999

Climate
Classification

Temperate

Tropical

Mean Annual
Temperature

50°F

Wind Speed

Commerzbank

Menara UMNO

GSW Headquarters

Penang, 1998

Berlin, 1999

Natural Ventilation
Strategy

Single-sided and
stack

Cross

57°F

Percentage of Year
Naturally
Ventilated (%)

80%

4.8 m/s

4.3 m/s

H.V.A.C. Energy
Savings (%)

490 ft.

200 ft.

235 ft.

Average Annual
Energy
Consumption

Adaptibility

Adaptibility

Eliminate heat gain

Adaptibility

Wing walls

Wing roof, thin floor
plate depth

Aero-dynamic profile

Funnel-shaped
office stacks

Wing roof/walls, thin
floor plate depth

Double skin, air inlets

Passive solar shading,
trombe walls

Double skin, operable
passive solar shades

Double skin, air inlets,
passive solar shades

Brise-soleil facade

Double skin, operable
windows, thermal mass

Central atria

None
(stacked floorplates)

Chimney stack

Stepping atria

Central open atria

Chimneys between
office cells

London, 2004

Guadalajara, 2005

Torre Cube

San Fran. Federal

Temperate

Temperate

Tropical

Temperate

82.5°F

48°F

52°F

68°F

4 m/s

2.6 m/s

2.7 m/s

3.6 m/s

Height

850 ft.

310 ft.

270 ft.

Design Priority

Adaptibility

Eliminate heat gain

Building
Form/Orientation
Strategies

Aero-dynamic profile

Building Envelope
Strategies
Internal Volume
Strategies

Frankfurt, 1997
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Gherkin Tower

San Francisco, 2007

London, 2004

Guadalajara, 2005

Torre Cube

San Fran. Federal

Single-sided, cross
and stack

Cross and stack

Cross and stack

Cross

Varies 0-100% (based
on occupant choice)

70%

40%

100%

75%

63%

25%

53%

Unpublished

100%

55%

117 kWh/m2

180 kWh/m2

150 kWh/m2

Unpublished

0 kWh/m2

Unpublished

Frankfurt, 1997

Gherkin Tower

San Francisco, 2007

Comparative summary:
Side-by-side statistics reveal that temperate
dry is the most optimal for an air-centered
desing approach, however across the globe
all case studies were able to use cuttingedge technology to achieve promising payback from annual energy savings. Across
the board, air-centered design approach out
performed mechanical strategies by at least
30% energy savings margin.
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3.7 RESEARCH TAKE-AWAYS
A Framework for Air-Centered Design

Challenges Facing Natural Ventilation

Base design framework for natural ventilation:

Most optimal ranges for climate:

Why is a naturally venitlated high-rise offise tower a rarity?

Based on the above case studies, the base DNA for a successful
naturally ventilated high-rise office tower goes as follows:

These are the optimal numbers for each parameter which
determines the success or failure of a natural ventilation
strategy:

If the case studies demonstrate such promising result of energy
efficiency and occupant safety, why is not witnessed as standard
practice? What challenges are grid-locking an advancement
towards natural ventialtion as a universal possibility?

1. Orient the building and air inlets toward the prevailing wind
direction (specifically summer winds)
2. Account for the effect of surrounding buildings and
geography on wind and air flow. An ideal site location would
have minimal summer wind obstruction
3. Devise an appropriate solar control strategy which responds
to it’s respective climatic forces (minimize/maximize solar heat
gain depending upon location)
4. Adapt building form or envelope to generate greater
pressure differentials in the form of wing roof or wing walls
5. Design tall buildings with narrow plan depths for both
effectivness of natural venitlation and daylighting
6. Plan internal office layouts to have open plan toward the
perimeter and cellular, enclosed spaces toward the center

• Average annual wind speed:
Optimal: 12-18 mph winds
• Average annual diurnal shift range (DTR)
Optimal: 10.75° C (greater = more optimal)
• Average annual relative humidity
Optimal: 40%-60%
• Average annual temperature
Optimal: 55° - 65° (moderate conditions)

1. Thermal Comfort Standards
2. High Upfront Costs
3. Fire and Smoke Control
4. Safety/Security
5. Maintenance
6. Acoustics
7. Air Pollution Infiltration

		
		

The above list is resposible from deterring developers from
accepting a proposal for a naturally venitlated strategy. However,
modern technological/legislative developments have provided
solutions to theses challenges, making naturally ventilated highrise office towers widely possible and affordable.
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4.1 SITE CRITERIA
The Importance of Site + Criteria
The importance of site:

CHAPTER 04
SITE SELECTION
Chapter defends the
selection of design context
and explains why a specific
site selection was made and
value it has to offer.

Site criteria:
Location

XX

Geographic position

Lat. XX
Long. XX

Climate classification

XX

Prevailing wind direction

XX

Avg. wind speed (summer)

XX

Mean annual temperature

XX

1. City growth, population and density

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

XX

2. Average wind speeds

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

XX

3. Average diurnal shift

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

XX

4. Average relative humidity

Mean annual precipitation

XX

5. Average temperatures

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: XX
Coldest: XX

The following studies represent an in-depth analysis of national, urban and building scale to choose the most optimal site.

Pros/Cons

P: XX
C: XX

Site and geographic location is undoubtedly crucial to
the design of naturally-ventilated buildings, regardless of
typology. Needless to say, the higher up one builds, the
more challenging the feat for creating a tall structure that is
holistically dependent on natural air for heating, cooling or
ventilation.
For this reason, the site selection will depend on the location
which offers the most research value in terms of applicability.
The parameters through which a site will be selected is
listed below in hierarchical order, from one being the most
important.
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4.2 CITY SELECTION
Site Selections

After compiling the top 25 cities by population, as well as the
top five cities experiencing the most growth, three cities stood
out as prime locations for advancing an air-centered design:
Seattle, Denver and Atlanta. The research must be applied in
a city which has more room to grow, so that the research can
be applied to future development.

Map of United States + Top 25 Major Cities

Global selection:
Seattle #18

The following chapter takes a look at the United States
of America as my home nation is the leader in annual
H.V.A.C. energy use per capita (see figure 4.2.1). Through
geographic analysis, the site which can provide the
most value in advancing the research envelope
surrounding natural ventilation will be chosen.

Portland

Boston
Detroit

This thesis aims to demonstrate a
synergized relationship between
natural air and technology to
propose a design which exemplifies
this attitude as a possibility for future
development, both nationally and
internationally located.

New York City
Philadelphia
Baltimore

Chicago

San Francisco

Columbus

Denver #19
San Jose

Washington D.C.

Indianapolis
Louisville

Los Angeles

Oklahoma City
Pheonix

San Diego

Charlotte
Nashville
Atlanta #38

Dallas
Austin
Large Cities with Highest Growth:
1. Henderson, NV - +24.23%
2. Seattle, WA - + 23.86%
3. Denver, CO - +21.17%
4. Atlanta, GA - +20.67%
5. Miami, FL - +17.15%
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San Antonio

Houston

Jacksonville

City Name
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

Pop. (mil.)
8.35
3.98
2.69
2.32
1.68
1.58
1.55
1.42
1.34
1.02
.98
.91
.90
.89
.88
.87
.75
.72
.71
.69
.67
.67
.66
.65
.59

*based on 2019 estimate
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Map of United States + Climatic Regions

Map of United States + Average State Wind Speeds

Hot-Dry
5%

Very Cold
4%

City Name
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

Wind (mph)
9.1
7.5
10.3
7.6
6.2
9.5
9.1
7.0
10.7
7.0
8.5
7.8
8.3
7.4
10.6
9.6
8.8
8.7
9.4
12.3
8.0
10.2
12.2
7.9
8.7

Hot-Humid
11%

Legend

Legend
Cold
48%

Very Cold
Cold

Most Optimal

Hot-Dry

Mixed
32%

12 - 15 mph

>9 mph

Least Optimal
Figure 4.2.2 ↑: Percentage of total land per climatic claassification
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15 - 18 mph
Most Optimal

9 - 12 mph

Mixed Temperate
Hot-Humid

18+ mph

Least Optimal

The data for climatic regions and average wind speeds were
then overlayed to narrow down the options. While referencing
the climatic regions, Seattle and Denver fall into the cold climatic zone which makes up almost a majority of the USA in
terms of square-mileage. All three cities experience enough
wind speed to be considered optimal, with Denver having
the highest average wind speed.
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Map of United States + Average Diurnal Shift (DTR)

Map of United States + Average State Relative Humidity

Legend
Legend
7.75° - 8.75°C

30% - 40%
Least Optimal

40% - 50%

8.75° - 9.75°C

50% - 60%

9.75° - 10.75°C

60%° - 70%

10.75° - 11.75°C
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Most Optimal

70% - 80%

Most Optimal

Diurnal shift and relative humidity are then overlayed.
Diurnal shift is critical to the possibility of an aircentered design approach. This allows for the most
control over indoor thermal comfort. This data rules
Seattle out in terms of practicality, as it would be a
much greater financial investment to successfully
naturally ventilate. In terms of relative humidity,
Atlanta and Denver differentiate by almost 20%.
High relative humidity in the 70% - 80% range is
not impossible design within, however the median
numbers betwee 50% and 60% are easier to overcome. This points to Denver as a strong possibility,
along with all other cities which fall into the Diurnal
shift belt (highlighted in orange and light orange).
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City Name
Temp. (F)
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

Map of United States + Average State Temperatures

City Selections
City selection:
After conducting a parametric series of overlays, an area
where natural ventilation could exsit 100% of the year was
extracted. Of this area, Denver was the most promising
city for the deployability of the thesis as the city has a
large growth rate and potential for expansion.

Legend
25° - 30°F
40° - 45°F
45° - 50°F

Most Optimal

50° - 55°F

19.17 Mil

55° - 60°F

16.96 Mil

25° - 30°F 40° - 45°F 45° - 50°F 50° - 55°F 55° - 60°F 60° - 65°F 70° - 75°F

60° - 65°F
70° - 75°F

Least Optimal

.67 Mil

11.16 Mil

7.34 Mil

9.52 Mil

6.53 Mil

0 Mil

.91 Mil

Figure 4.2.3 ↑: Population totals of top 25 cities pet climate classification
(only top 25 cities included in totals)
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4.3 SITE SELECTION

DOWNTOWN

Possible Locations

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

Denver has zoned a district within the
city specific to commercial/business
development, known as the central
business center loacted within the core of
downtown. The district is in proximity to
the Colorado Convention Center, Denver
Performing Arts Complex, the City Capitol,
the Pepsi Center and Coors Field. The site 		
context lends itself to excellent walk, bike
and transport scores to and from.

Search criteria and logic:
The logic for selecting a site was to
first identify areas in the city that
were either sacrificial or currently
under construction and zoned for
the typology of research. Further, the
goal was to target th Denver Central
Business District.

DOWNTOWN

CITY OF DENVER

Three site possibilities were identified
that met the base requirments for
further examination. They are listed
as followed and highlighted in the
adjacent diagram 4.3.1:
A: 18th Street + Market Street

Coors
Field

18th st.

A

B

17th st.

16th st.

15th st.

C
14th st.

Denver
Performing
Center

Colorado
Convention
Center

B: 18th Street + Champa Street
C: 15th Street + California Street
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Zoning Represented

Zoning
Section 8 - Downtown Core (D-C) Context

Zoning Intent:

Height and Sunlight Areas

The three sites are located in the Downtown Core
Zone and which allows for an unlimited height
with expection of three special height area zones
(see figure 4.3.3). Below is a categorization of the
zoning restrictions placed on each site (see figure
4.3.2).

“To promote visibility of commercial activities at
ground level; to provide sense of human scale;
spatially define the street and sidewalks; alleviate
high-wind conditions at street-levels; encourage
easy pedestrian entry/exit; prevent significant
blocking of sun to street level.” -8.3.1.6 - E3

CPV
PROSPECT

Height Area 2
BALL PARK

ARAPAHOE
SQUARE
Site Selection

Sunlight Preservation
Area 1

18th st.

A

B

*additional sunlight
premiums

17th st.

Min. Sun
Exposure:
min. (%):

Setbacks:
front (ft):
side (ft):
rear (ft):
vertical (ft):

Max. lot:

coverage (%):
F.A.R. (x:x):

Max height:
height (ft):

Parking:

ratio (x/1000sf):
setback (ft):
bike # (qty)

Min.
Street level
transparency: active uses:
primary (%):
side (%):

primary (%):
side (%):

Transitional
height plane:
height (ft):

Site entry:
primary:
side:

CPV
COMMONS

LODO

16th st.

DOWNTOWN
C O R E (D-C)

Site Premiums and Incentives

15th st.

C

No lot within the D-C zone may be
enlarged by more than 6 times the area
of the zone lot through one or more
application of this procedure. Below are
premiums that apply to office typology.

14th st.

min. : 15%

Site A

min. : 15%

Site B

min. : 18%*

Site C

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: 10’/70’

height: 400 ft.

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 40%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

primary: yes
side: no
CULTURAL
CORE

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: 10’/70’

coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 17:1

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: varies*

coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 17:1*

*refer to figure 4.3.3 and explanation
**based on relationship to respective context
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coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 17:1

height: 400 ft.

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 40%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

primary: yes
side: no

GOLDEN
TRIANGLE
CPV
AURARIA

height: UL*

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 65%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

Height Area 2 limits all building’s within
the highlighted zone to less than or
equal to 400’. Sunlight Preservation Area
1 does not limit height, as design of form
is responsible for a minumum amount of
sun exposure to the street. As long as the
minimum sunlighting requirements are
met, the height is acceptable.

primary: yes
side: yes

AURARIA

Premium for downtown ground floor
active uses.
Premium for supporting mass transit
facilities.
Premium for outdoor art:
Premium for underground parking:
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Selection: Site Option C - Block 162

Existing Program Breakdown

15th Street + California Street.

The program for Block 162 goes as follows:

Height Area 2 limits all building’s within the
highlighted zone to less than or equal to 400’.
Sunlight Preservation Area 1 does not limit height,
as design of form is responsible for a minumum
amount of sun exposure to the street. As long as the
minimum sunlighting requirements are met, the
height is acceptable.

Rentable Office Space:
Levels 21-30:			
Levels 12-20:			
Level 11: 				
		
Sky Terrace Amenities:
Sky terrace:
Meeting spaces:
Social lounge:
Fitness center:
Locker rooms:

The flexibility of the site along with the current
proposal for the site being a 565,000 SF high-rise
office tower, were the reasons why the block was
selected.

Site:
Block 162
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Parking:
Levels 3-10:
Level 2:
Levels B1-B3*:
Podium:
Restaurant/retail:
Lobby:
Service deck:
Bike storage:
Utility/misc.:

294,850 SF
261,000 SF
9,300 SF
565,150 SF
14,500 SF
2,800 SF
5,000 SF
5,000 SF
3,500 SF
30,300 SF
348,800 SF
31,600 SF
130,800 SF
511,200 SF
10,000 SF
9,000 SF
2,500 SF
1,000 SF
21,200 SF
43,600 SF
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Site-Specific Design Priorities

Denver Wind Rose:

Relative Humidity:

Temperature:

I

N

Block 162 - Site forces and strategies

NE

700’

E
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

SW

SE
S

VI

VII

50%

40

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Design priorities:
1. Passive heating
2. Design adaptibility
3. Solar shading

Prioritize Passive Heating and Maintained Air
Prioritize Passive Cooling, Shading, and High Ventilation Rates

30
25%

20
10
0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

HOT
AVG.

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

Transamerica Tower - 705’

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

R.H.

700’

Site Selection

Site Selection

287’

275’

Hyatt Regency - 498’
Spire Condos - 499’

600’

V

75%

50

W

IV

70
60

Block 162 is located in the heart of the Downtown
Business District. In terms of it;s climate, Denver is
moderate in the summer but can get extremely
cold in the dead of winter. To the right are figures
which represent the site forces and design priorities
due to these forces:

III

100%

80

NW

II

Hyatt Regency - 498’
600’

300’

400’
Per Zoning

Hilton Garden Inn - 233’

Building Height Unlimited

400’

Per Zoning

500’

Building Height Unlimited

500’

300’

200’

200’

100’

100’
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5.1 DESIGN PROCESS
Possible Locations
An [air]-centered design methodology:

CHAPTER 05
DESIGN METHOD
This chapter will develop a
basis of logic for addressing
site, program, design
strategies, systems, and
integration of systems.

Once a site selection was made and the site
specific design priorities were clearly defined,
the design process was initiated. The current
proposal on site, Block 162 office tower, is the
control for this process.
The angle taken for this thesis: utilize the
existing program of Block 162 as the test
subject. However, the program will be
formulated through a design process which
prioritizes air as the main determinant.
The intent of this process is to push air to the
limit and formulate a methodolgy which one
could follow step by step.
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Step 01: Volumetric Massing

Step 02: Compartmentalize

Volume based on current proposal:

Logic for compartmentalization:

The primary step was to generate a massing
which would account for the total program of
the initial proposal as seen below:

The building envelope is too large for data
at one point to reflect the condition of the
entire building. The building was divided into
segments to achieve unitized metrics based
on this logic:

Rent-able Office Space:
Levels 21-30:
294,850 SF
Levels 12-20:
261,000 SF
Level 11: 			
9,300 SF
565,150 SF
		
Sky Terrace Amenities:
Sky terrace:
14,500 SF
Meeting spaces:
2,800 SF
Social lounge:
5,000 SF
Fitness center:
5,000 SF
Locker rooms:
3,500 SF
30,300 SF
Parking:
348,800 SF
Levels 3-10:
31,600 SF
Level 2:
130,800 SF
Levels B1-B3*:
511,200 SF
Podium:
10,000 SF
Restaurant/retail:
9,000 SF
Lobby:
2,500 SF
Service deck:
1,000 SF
Bike storage:
21,200 SF
Utility/misc.:
43,600 SF
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Horizontally:
• 5’ x 5’ standard office module
		
• Matches structural bay of 40’ span
• 40’ standard width facilitates timely data
recording per unit
				
Vertically:		
• Matches floor to floor heights:
• 12’ floor to floor for Zone 1
• 16’ floor to floor for Zones 2-5
• 6 story compartmentalization is most
optimal for sequences of controllable air
space
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Step 03: CFD Analysis

Step 04: Program the Volume

Logic for compartmentalization:

Program ranking:

The massing was then uploaded to simscale
for an initial CFD analysis, to get a macrounderstanding of wind behavior on site.

After documenting the wind behavior on site,
the speculative program was ranked based
on air. Utilizing the equation below as well as
the ASHRAE reccomendations, the amount of
ventilation flow required by each program was
determined (in cfm).

The velocity averages per unit were charted
with color. Orange meaning greater wind
velocities respectivley.
The test was conducted utilizing the annual
average wind velocity of 4.3 m/s in the
southwest direction.
Refer to section 3.4 to understand the
simulation workflow.

Qoz = RpPz + RaAz
Where:
Qoz = min. ventilation required
Rp = outdoor air rate/occupant
Pz = max. # of occupants
Ra = outdoor air required per ft2
Az = total ft2
The following list ranks the programs by
necessity:
1: Parking @ 0.75 cfm/ft2
2: Gym @ 0.68 cfm/ ft2
3: Locker rooms @ 0.5 cfm/ft2
4: Retail/restaurant @ 0.42 cfm/ ft2
5: Lobby @ 0.26 cfm/ ft2
6: Office space @ 0.16 cfm/ ft2
7: Social lounge @ 0.06 cfm/ ft2
The programs were placed accordingly.
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Step 05: Determine Formal Priorities

Step 06: Formal Response (Increase Velocity)

Where is the building not performing?:

Increasing wind velocity:

Following program placement, it became
apparent that areas of the building were still
not performing adequatley. Either programs
were not receiving enough wind to fulfill
their function or were receiving too much
wind, causing concern for internal/external
turbulence.

Where needed, the building form adapted
to meet the needs of program in order to
get more air to inlet faces. See below for the
strategies used:
Funnel Effect:

The following infomation was mapped onto
the skin of the building to determing formal
response priorities:
1: Parking @ 0.75 cfm/ft2
• Zone 1 - under
2: Gym @ 0.68 cfm/ ft2
• Zone 2 - adequate
3: Locker rooms @ 0.5 cfm/ft2
• Zone 2 - under
4: Retail/restaurant @ 0.42 cfm/ ft2
• Zone 1 - under
5: Lobby @ 0.26 cfm/ ft2
• Zone 1 - under
6: Office space 0.16 cfm/ ft2
• Zone 2 - adequate/high
• Zone 3 - adequate/under
• Zone 4 - adequate/under
• Zone 5 - over/under
7: Social lounge @ 0.06 cfm/ ft2
• Zone 2 - adequate
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Channel Effect:
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Step 07: Formal Response (Decrease Velocity)

Step 08: Carve and Stack

Decreasing wind velocity:

Floor plate depth and solar chimneys:

Where needed, the building form adapted
to meet the needs of program in order to
shield from wind where the site experienced
aggresive turbulence. See below for the
strategies used:

To facilitate optimal cross ventilation the
following logic was applied:
Ceiling Height: 12’-0”
Maximum Depth: 60’-0”
5h

Porous Windbreak:

Solar chimneys were added to supplement
wind on days where wind on site is less than
the yearly average of 4.3 m/s.

Reduce Downwash (carve):
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5.2 DESIGN OUTPUT
Final Design Output
Final design and components:
The final design output is a direct response
to external forces such as wind, pressure and
temperature. The design consists of three major
components:
1. Double-skin (increase and decrease wind)
2. Sky garden (building lungs)
3. Solar chimeys (stack effect)

The solar chimneys were added to supplement on
days where there is less than average wind impact
on site. Inlets are controlled by B.M.S technology

The double skin is employed for several reasons:
•
•

Reduce solar heat gain
Cycle and treat air within the double envelope
threshold

The sky garden is a public vestibule space which
treats air prior to ventilating the interior (see board
12 for visual)
• Planting of bamboo and ivy for passive air
filtration
• Water feature which is heated or cooled to
humidfy or dehumidify air
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6.1 PLANNING PROCESS

Zone 5:

Internal Air + Thermal Comfort
Floor plate analysis:

CHAPTER 06

Once a general design was acheived which
performed as intended, individual floor plates
were extracted from each zone in order to
further explore the relationship between
external forces and internal comfort for the
office programs.

Zone 4:

PLANNING METHOD
This chapter will develop a
basis of logic for addressing
optimal planning strategies
for office floor plates
of varying altitues and
conditions.

Zone 3:

Zone 2:
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CFD Analysis
CFD simulation:
The floorplates were
extracted and subjected to
both summer and winter
conditions as seen to the
right.

CFD Data Extraction and Overlay
Summer:

Winter:

Zone 5:
Avg. Velocity:
3.6 m/s

Zone 5:
Avg. Velocity:
3.6 m/s

Temp:
85.75° F

Temp:
31.75° F

Pressure:
.061

Pressure:
.061

Summer - Zone 2:

Summer - Zone 3:

Summer - Zone 4:

Summer - Zone 5:

.1 m/s
.2 m/s
.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s
.8 m/s

This data was then plotted
onto a 5’ x 5’ office grid as an
average wind velocity per
unit. This data was utilized
as the base logic for office
plannin strategies.

Zone 4:
Avg. Velocity:
2.4 m/s

Zone 4:
Avg. Velocity:
2.4 m/s

Temp:
86.25° F

Temp:
32.25° F

Pressure:
.064

Pressure:
.064

Zone 3:
Avg. Velocity:
2.8 m/s

Zone 3:
Avg. Velocity:
2.8 m/s

Temp:
87.25° F

Temp:
33.25° F

Pressure:
.066

Pressure:
.066

Zone 2:
Avg. Velocity:
3.3 m/s

Zone 2:
Avg. Velocity:
3.3 m/s

Temp:
87.75° F

Temp:
33.75° F

Pressure:
.068

Pressure:
.068

Winter - Zone 2:

+

+

+

Winter - Zone 3:

+

Winter - Zone 4:

Winter - Zone 5:

Result - Zone 4:

Result - Zone 5:

.1 m/s
.2 m/s
.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s

.1 m/s

.6 m/s

.2 m/s

.7 m/s

.3 m/s

.8 m/s

.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s
.8 m/s

Result - Zone 2:

Result - Zone 3:

.1 m/s
.2 m/s
.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s
.8 m/s

.1 m/s
.2 m/s
.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s
.8 m/s
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6.2 PLANNING OUTPUT

20 cfm/Occ.

•

Conference Room...

25-30 cfm/Occ.

•

Reception...

15 cfm/Occ.

•

Social Lounge...

15 cfm/Occ.

Open Office
• Private Office...
• Open Office...		
• Conference Room...
• Reception...
• Huddle Room...

20 EA
85 EA
2 EA
1 EA
4 EA

Block 162

•

Huddle Room...

10 cfm/Occ.

OPEN

OPEN

HYBRID

13 EA
110 EA
2 EA
1 EA
6 EA

.3 m/s

OPEN
HYBRID

OPEN

OPEN

.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s

OPEN

Speculative Plan - Private Office:

Speculative Plan - Hybrid Office:

Speculative Plan - Open Office:

01

02

03
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.1 m/s
.2 m/s

O

Hybrid Office
• Private Office...
• Open Office...		
• Conference Room...
• Reception...
• Huddle Room...

PRIVATE

Open Office...

HYBRID

•

OPEN

Private Office...			 15 cfm/Occ.

P
EN

•

62 EA
3 EA
1 EA
2 EA

PRIVATE

Private Office
• Private Office...		
• Conference Room...
• Reception...
• Huddle Room...

Optimal Plan - Zoning:

PRIVATE

Required CFM per program:

PRIVATE

Required program per proposal:

OPEN

CONFERENCE

.8 m/s

6.3 PLANNING ANALYSIS
Layout Impact on Air
Furniture layout analysis:
Each speculative plan option was then subjected
to internal wind to determine how office furniture
layout/compartmentalization impacts wind flow as
shown below:

Speculative Plan - Private Office:

Speculative Plan - Hybrid Office:

Speculative Plan - Open Office:

Private office plan averaged just less than adequate
ventilation flow in private offices. With that being
said, the stack effect solar chimneys supplemented
wind-induced ventilation enough to function.
Further research could be conducted to test
optimal furniture/glazing components which do
not disrupt wind-flow.

Hybrid office plan delivered perfect performative results
and further proves natural ventilation can provide both
privatized and open plan schemes within the same
floor plate, as long as program placement meets the
plate zoning requirments for optimal wind flow.

Open plan delivered as expected with the highest
volume flow rate per unit. Open plan is the most
optimal planning strategy for a naturally ventilated tall
building. As a general rule of thumb, private offices if
needed should either be located toward the core or on
the perimeter where the face is not recieving air and
the offices run parallel to internal wind direction.
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6.4 PERFORMANCE
Performative Systems + Metrics

Performative Systems Explained

Performance projections:

Summer Mode: air is drawn in
naturally through air inlets
placed in the raised floor system
or through operable windows

Lighting

Office only

Double skin facade
Air intake vent
Insulated thermal break

Kwh/m2

250 167 120

76

+

Geothermal Air Handling Units:
In winter months, geothermal air
handling units heat incoming air
before it is passed into the interior.
Celing vents can be manually
operated. In the summer, excess
cold stored below the earths
surface acts to cool incoming air

+
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12
8
4

4

7

Air-centered

16

Block 162 Current

Air Quality:

Standard Office

High-performance glazing

-

+
-

+
+

-

+

-

+
Winter Mode: Solar chimneys
outlets close, fans draw warm air
exhast down to heat the parking
levels. Heat exchanges recapture
the heat and return it to the
south facing sky gardens to
preheat incoming air

100% Natural Air, 24/7: The
building works as a multi-zoned
hybrid which can adapt to
account for both summer and
winter extremes. In the summer,
the building focuses on opening
up, in the winter the building
seals up and conserves heat

-

+

Air Exchanges/Hour

Insulated drop ceiling

-

+

B.M.S. control system

Raised floor system

-

Sky Gardens: 6 story tall atria
which functions as the lungs of
the building based off of
precedent Manitoba Hydro Place.
Oriented due south,

Air inlet

Reinforced concrete

-

Summer Mode: Solar chimneys
draws stale, used interior air up
and exhausts it out of the
building

Summer Mode

Major Components:

South Gusting Winds: abundant
wind prevails in the south-west
direction at 4.3 m/s perpendicular
to the southwest face

-

+

Winter Mode

Heating/Cooling Strategy

Standard Office

The final building was analyzed for projected
performance metrics based on in-place design
solutions. The diagrams featured to the right
are comparative metrics between the standard
mechanically ventilated high-rise office of a similar
size and location and the current air-based design
proposal.

Energy Savings:

Solar Chimney: 480’ tall solar
chimney modules utilize
buoyancy-induced stack effect

Geothermal System: 150
Boreholes 300 feet deep draw
excess heat or cold stored
beneath the frost line of the site

+

-

+

*Note: Both summer and winter
mode are included in each floor
of the building. They have been
separated for graphic
communication of design intent

15
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CHAPTER 07
CONCLUSIONS
Having completed one
iteration of [Aero]tecture, this
chapter underlines moments
of success, moments of
failure, and next steps to
advance the envelope of aircentered design

7.2 RESEARCH OUTCOMES

7.1 CONCLUSIONS + REFLECTIONS
Success, Failure and Potential

Next Steps

Success:

Failure:

Potential:

Research topics to push the enevlope:

The thesis generated quite a bit of
success in several unique areas including:

Areas which the thesis failed to support
the notion of an air-centered design:

Failures turn to potential ideas in the
following ways:

Topics which could advance the potential of naturally-ventilated design
include the following:

• Successfully mapped the U.S.A for
sites which could consider a naturally
ventilated strategy

• Failure to perform detailed wind-flow
analysis in a timely manner, such that it
could be applied to common practice.
More detailed modeling required up to
5 hours to generate results.

• To provide a solution for delay between
simulation completion and design
decision: software could be developed
which allowed for real-time wind
behavior update as the building model
adjusted. This would benefit not only
the field of architecture, but all fields
which deal with fluid dynamics.

1. Exploration of the use of vestibular space in a building program to act
as air-treating vestibules. Further study on temperature, particulate
and relative humidity behave in vestibular space.

• Successful integration of accurate
computational simulation into a BIM
based workflow
• Successful generation of an aircentered process. The palette of
research which formed the basis of
logic for design performed as intended.
• Successful display of office planning
strategy which perform as intedned to
provide optimal air flow.
• Successful performative qualities
were simulated to cut building energy
consumption up to 75% and provide
twice as many air exchanges per hour
as compared to the standard office
tower.
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• Failure to address the idea of
subjectivity. Aesthetic was not the
intent of this thesis, and became an
area of concern in terms of feedback/
critique.
• Failure to address a solution for
successful natural ventilation of
privatized office planning.

• An advancement of this thesis would
be to explore the “aesthetics” of airbased design. To take architectural
components which are common
to a naturally-ventilated buildings
and design them for beauty and the
individual experience.
• To further the potential of natural
ventilation, a series of tests on office
furniture design could reveal a new
series of office furniture which benefits
internal air flow.

2. Exploration of the office furniture/glazing components which could
allow for optimized interior air flow.
3. Exploration of thermal comfort standards and what is the new
“acceptable” internal environment?
4. Extened comprehensive studies of facades for natural ventilation
strategies
5. Further study on pollutants and air-borne risks. Could future parking
decks of the city act as natural air-purifiers? If our buildings relied on
clean external air, would humans do more to take care of it?
6. A comprehensive series of studies on aero-dynamic forms to
provide a palette of hundreds of variations of geometries and their
relationship to wind behavior, such that future architects could have a
more expansive research basis to base design decisions off of.
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CH. XX

APPENDIX

A - XX / [AERO]TECTURE - Competition Boards
CASE STUDIES

[A E R O] T E C T U R E

RESEARCH

an exploration of the relationship between natural
air and high-rise office typology.

02.0 Definitions

03.0 Commerzbank Tower, 1997 - 50°7’N

Wind-Induced Ventilation : one of the two physical mechanisms of natural ventilation. Wind acts
upon the building and creates pressure differentials across the envelope. This differential inlets air
into openings

Project data:

01.0 Definitions:

Mechanical Air:

High-rise:

external air that is ventilated, heated or cooled utilizing natural processes (windinduced or buoyancy induced force)

external air that is ventilated, heated or cooled utilizing energy-intensive
processes/machinery

02

research...

03

case studies...

04

site selection...

05

site context...

06

pre-1900 time period where architecture relied on natural ventilation to
function

Windows Shut:
(era)

post-1900 time period where advances in technology and economic motives
shifted architecture to rely on mechanical sources of air and light

Windward : side of building facing prevailing wind direction

Ventilation Airflow Rate : the rate at which air enters an envelope. ASHRAE requires a specific
amount of volume flow rate (cfm) per each type of occupancy

planning method...

09

planning output...

10

performance...

•
•
•
•

Strengthen the possibilities of natural
air
Reduce over-reliance on mechanical
air
Reconcile urban density through
design which resists viral spread
through populus
Restore natural air as an essential
element of space and experience

11

experience: the open window...

12

experience: the sky garden...

South-southwest

Avg. wind speed

4 m/s

Composite

Mean annual temperature

50°F

Plan depth

55 ft. (from envelope to
central void)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

75°F

Building program

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

39°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

36°F

Mean annual precipitation

24.5 in.

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: 53%
Coldest: 76%

Ventilation strategy

Single-sided and stack

Design strategy(s)

Double-skin façade,
central atrium, air inlets

Double-skin facade

Cavity: 8”
Continuity: 5’-0”H, 8’-0”V

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

80% (CTBUH Data)

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

63% (compared to fully air-

strong biophilic
connection
between air and
architecture

1900 paradigm shift

surge of
technological
advancement

•
•
•

70
60
50

W

E

40

1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

SW

Compartmentalization
Sky atria
Shared cross-ventilation

+

10
0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

-

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

HOT
AVG.
COLD

S

+
-

Comparative Performance Data:

TECHNOLOGICAL
SURGE

02.1 Fundamentals of Natural Ventilation
+

Leeward

-

+

120

NATURAL AIR

post-1900 “bigness”

modern reliance on machine

ARCHITECTURE

MECHANICAL AIR

+

Year of completion

+

• Single-sided ventilation
• Cross ventilation
• Stack ventilation

+

Single-sided and cross ventilation can benefit from both wind
and buoyancy induced ventilation while stack effect strictly
utilizes buoyancy.

reliance on
machine to replace
nature, which has
caused fragility
during pandemic
and over-reliance

severance
between
air and
architecture

80
60

Max. lot:

coverage (%):
F.A.R. (x:x):

coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 17:1

Max height:
height (ft):

height: 350 ft.

Parking:

ratio (x/1000sf):
setback (ft):
bike # (qty)

Min.
Street level
transparency: active uses:

0

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Site C

2008

Transitional
height plane:

Site Selection
B

*additional sunlight
premiums

17th st.

CPV
COMMONS

LODO

16th st.

DOWNTOWN
C O R E (D-C)

15th st.

C

primary (%):
side (%):

primary (%):
side (%):

height (ft):

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 40%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

primary: yes
side: no

CULTURAL
CORE

coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 17:1

height: 350 ft.

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 40%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

primary: yes
side: no

min. : 18%*

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: varies*

coverage: NA
F.A.R.: 20:1*

height: UL*

ratio: 1.25/1000
setback: 30’
bike #: 1:20, <50

primary: 65%
side: 30%

primary: 65%
side: 30%

height: not
specified

primary: yes
side: yes

CPV
AURARIA

Climatic data:

AURARIA

1999

Buoyancy-Induced Diagram

Wind-Induced Diagram

Location

Building height

270 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 52°30’N
Long. 13°25’E

Stories

23

Climate classification

Temperate

Gross area

520,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

West

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

2.7 m/s

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

48°F

Plan depth

44 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

73.5°F

Building program

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

39°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

34.5°F
22.5 in.

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: 53%
Coldest: 76%

Single, cross and stack

Design strategy(s)

Double-skin thermal flue,
Wing roof

Double-skin facade

Cavity: 40”
Continuity: ∞ H, ∞ V

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

h

80

NE

•
•

70
60
50

W

E

SW

Wing roof
Stack effect

+

+

+

40

1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

20
10

SE

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

HOT
AVG.
COLD

+
Comparative Performance Data:
EnEv2007 (Fully air-conditioned building 190 kWh/m2)

-

180
EnEv2007 (Mechanically heated, naturally cooled building 160 kWh/m2)

160

-

EnEv2007 (Naturally heated and cooled building 135 kWh/m2)

140
120

+
+

-

Parking:
Levels 3-10:
Level 2:
Levels B1-B3*:

100

70% (CTBUH Data)

80
60

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling

53% (compared to fully air-

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

150 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

40

conditioned office buildings)

Stack Ventilation Diagram

1900 CE

Single-Sided Ventilation Diagram

20
0

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

03.2 San Francisco Federal Building, 2007, 37°47’N

02.2 Form Affecting Wind
Form affects wind in multiple ways including :
•
•
•
•

[Aero]tecture
1900 advancement

ARCHITECTURE

post-1900 tech-based aero-tecture

ARCHITECTURE

TECHNOLOGICAL
SURGE

strong connection
between air and
architecture

Increasing velocity:

Increase wind velocity
Decrease wind velocity
Increase turbulence
Decrease turbulence

new synthesis

The way we design form influences wind, and the
importance of this thesis is to be cognizant of such
geographic influence.

MECHANICAL AIR

The following diagrams are formal studies conducted
to determine the physics behind wind. The goal is to
utilize these phenomena as design tools for making
design decisions.

TECHNOLOGY
use of technology
to further
strengthen
relationship
between air and
architecture

NATURAL AIR

Project data:

A). Down-washing Effect

B). Channel Effect

Wind Rose:

Year of completion

2007

Location

San Francisco, USA

Building height

235 ft.

Geographic position

Lat. 37°47’N
Long. 122°26W

Stories

18

Climate classification

Temperate

Gross area

605,000 sf.

Prevailing wind direction

West

Building occupier

Owner

Avg. wind speed

4.3 m/s

Structural material

Concrete

Mean annual temperature

57°F

Plan depth

33 ft. (from envelope to
midpoint)

Avg. daytime temperature
(hottest months)

73.5°F

Building program

Office

Avg. daytime temperature
(coldest months)

57°F

Diurnal shift differential
(hottest months)

16.5°F

Mean annual precipitation

19.7 in.

Avg. relative humidity

Hottest: 69%
Coldest: 69%

Ventilation overview:

C). Funnel Effect

Ventilation type

Mixed-mode
Complementary (zoned)

Ventilation strategy

Cross

Average Annual Temperature:

Main Take-aways:

N
NW

•
•
•

80

NE

70
60
50

W

E
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

SW

40

Double-skin air-based facade
Cross ventilation
Zoning

30

+

Design strategy(s)

Thermal mass, Night
cooling, chimneys

Double-skin facade

None

Percentage of year
natural ventilation can
be holistically utilized

10

SE

0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

+

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

HOT
AVG.
COLD

S

Comparative Performance Data:

-

kWh/m2
250

+
+

225

Percentage of yearly
energy savings for
heating/cooling
Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

-

175
150

+

100

-

75

55% (compared to fully airconditioned office buildings)

50

0

Average annual relative humidity

4.

Average annual temperature

Columbus

Denver #19
San Jose

Office Space:
Levels 21-30:
Levels 12-20:
Level 11:

Washington D.C.

Indianapolis
Louisville

Los Angeles

Charlotte

Oklahoma City

Nashville

Phoenix

San Diego

Atlanta #38

Parking:
Levels 3-10:
Level 2:
Levels B1-B3*:

Dallas
Austin

Houston

Jacksonville

San Antonio

1900 CE

A). Down-washing Reduction (carve)

1900 - 2020 CE

B). Porous Windbreak Effect

C). Solid Windbreak Effect

02.3 CFD Simulation

Overlay 2). U.S.A Climatic Zones

•
•
•

01

Simscale
Grasshopper
Ladybug + butterfly

The thesis developed a workflow which formed a
seamless relationship between BIM modeling programs
and wind analysis software and deliver accurate and
realistic results.

02

Double-skin facade
Atrium/chimney
Thermal mass
Active air inlet
Solar shading
Natural lighting
Passive air inlet
Wing wall/roof

This is the palette from which design will
utilize.

Matches structural bay of 40’ span

•

40’ standard width facilitates timely
data recording per unit

Vertically:
•
Matches floor to floor heights:
•
•

12’ floor to floor for Zone 1
16’ floor to floor for Zones 2-5

•

6 story compartmentalization is
most optimal for sequences of
controllable air space

Step 3). CFD Analysis

Step 4). Program Massing by Necessity

Simscale CFD was then utilized
to generate average surface
data per each unit of 40’ x 16’.
The respective velocities were
mapped with color.

Based on the respective
velocities acting on the envelope,
program was then placed based
on which needed most volume
flow rate (cfm). See below.

Boston

New York City
Philadelphia
Baltimore

Columbus

Denver #19
San Jose

Washington D.C.

Indianapolis
Louisville

14,500 SF
2,800 SF
5,000 SF
5,000 SF
3,500 SF
30,300 SF

Los Angeles

Oklahoma City
Phoenix

San Diego

Charlotte
Nashville
Atlanta #38

Dallas
Austin

Site:
Block 162

Houston

San Antonio

348,800 SF
31,600 SF
130,800 SF
511,200 SF

Jacksonville

City Name
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

Pop. (mil.)
8.35
3.98
2.69
2.32
1.68
1.58
1.55
1.42
1.34
1.02
.98
.91
.90
.89
.88
.87
.75
.72
.71
.69
.67
.67
.66
.65
.59

Ranking of need (cfm):
1: Parking @ 0.75 cfm/ft2
Very Cold
4%

Hot-Dry
5%

2: Gym @ 0.68 cfm/ ft2
3: Locker rooms @ 0.5 cfm/ft2
4: Retail/restaurant @ 0.42 cfm/ ft2

Hot-Humid
11%

5: Lobby @ 0.26 cfm/ ft2

Legend
Very Cold
Cold

6: Office space @ 0.16 cfm/ ft2

Cold
48%

Most Optimal

7: Social lounge @ 0.06 cfm/ ft2

Mixed
32%

Hot-Dry
Mixed Temperate
Hot-Humid

Least Optimal

*based on 2019 estimate

Overlay 4). Average Annual Temperature

Overlay 3). Average Annual Relative Humidity

City Name
Temp. (F)
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

05.2 Site-Specific Design Priorities
Denver Colorado has one major design challenge. The
city is colder than or equal to thermal comfort range
for almost 75% of the year. For the other 25%, Denver
experiences somewhat extreme heat ranging between
88° F and 90° F. The main design priorities go as
follows :

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII
25° - 30°F

Prioritize Passive Heating and Maintain Conditioned Air

45° - 50°F

50% - 60%

55° - 60°F

Most Optimal

60%° - 70%

60° - 65°F

70% - 80%

70° - 75°F

Based on analysis, the south
eastern face of the building
required more air. A doubleskin strategy was employed
to capture wind at the corner
condition.

Determination based on need and
respective location:

Strategies applied:

1: Parking @ 0.75 cfm/ft2
•
Zone 1 - under
2: Gym @ 0.68 cfm/ ft2
•
Zone 2 - adequate
3: Locker rooms @ 0.5 cfm/ft2
•
Zone 2 - under
C.) Funnel effect

Most Optimal

50° - 55°F

40% - 50%

Prioritize Passive Cooling, Shading, and High Ventilation Rates

1. Passive Heating

Step 6). Formal Response (Increase Velocity)

Once program was placed, there
were still areas that were either
getting too much air or not
enough air. These areas were
mapped with color and noted.

5: Lobby @ 0.26 cfm/ ft2
•
Zone 1 - under

40° - 45°F

30% - 40%

Step 5). Determine Formal Priorities

4: Retail/restaurant @ 0.42 cfm/ ft2
•
Zone 1 - under

Legend
Legend

19.17 Mil

16.96 Mil

25° - 30°F 40° - 45°F 45° - 50°F 50° - 55°F 55° - 60°F 60° - 65°F 70° - 75°F

Least Optimal

.67 Mil

11.16 Mil

7.34 Mil

9.52 Mil

6.53 Mil

0 Mil

.91 Mil

2. Design Adaptability

Title 24 Building

San Francisco Federal
Building (total)

6: Office space
•
Zone 2 - adequate/high
•
Zone 3 - adequate/under
•
Zone 4 - adequate/under
•
Zone 5 - over/under
7: Social lounge @ 0.06 cfm/ ft2
•
Zone 2 - adequate

B.) Channel effect

+
Overlay 6). Average Annual Diurnal Shift

San Fran. Federal
(Floors 6-18 only)

Hyatt Regency - 498’

03.2 Design Strategies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Detroit
Chicago

San Francisco

Overlay 5). Average Annual Wind Speed
California Fully
Air-Conditioned Building

Spire Condos - 499’

The case studies included in this
presentation relate specifically to site
latitude. However, featured to the right
are a list of compiled design strategies
extracted from the totality of my case
studies (totaling 7) which aid in aircentered design.

Computational fluid dynamics is simulation software
which predicts fluid flow patterns, in this case air as the
fluid. This technology allows the architect to finally “see”
air and utilize it in design as an element of space. The
CFD softwares used for this thesis are :

10,000 SF
9,000 SF
2,500 SF
1,000 SF
21,200 SF
43,600 SF

Horizontally:
•
5’ x 5’ standard office module

Cities in bold were immediatley sites of
interest due to their population & potential
for expansion/growth. Each city was ran
through a series of overlays to narrow the
decision.

287’

today
0 - 1899 CE

348,800 SF
31,600 SF
130,800 SF
511,200 SF

Podium:
Restaurant/retail:
Lobby:
Service deck:
Bike storage:
Utility/misc.:

Site Selection

time

294,850 SF
261,000 SF
9,300 SF
565,150 SF

Sky Terrace:
Sky terrace:
14,500 SF
Meeting spaces: 2,800 SF
Social lounge:
5,000 SF
Fitness center:
5,000 SF
Locker rooms:
3,500 SF
30,300 SF

Seattle #18

25

Unpublished

3.

3. Solar Shading

125

75% (CTBUH Data)

Boston

Philadelphia
Baltimore

20

200

Decreasing velocity:

Respectivley, these conditions which increase of
decrease wind velocity are shown to the right and
will be used to either increase wind flow rate where
needed or decrease where it isn’t.

SOLUTION

Climatic data:

The volumetric massing was
then subdivided using the logic
below. The compartmentalization
allows for unitized metrics on the
envelope.

Portland

Podium:
Restaurant/retail: 10,000 SF
9,000 SF
Lobby:
2,500 SF
Service deck:
1,000 SF
Bike storage:
21,200 SF
Utility/misc.:
43,600 SF

Cross Ventilation Diagram

1900 - 2020 CE

Sky Terrace Amenities:
Sky terrace:
Meeting spaces:
Social lounge:
Fitness center:
Locker rooms:

Step 2). Compartmentalize

The speculative program was
first utilized to create an initial
volumetric massing.

New York City

Overlay 1). Top 25 Major Cities by Population

Rent-able Office Space:
Levels 21-30:
294,850 SF
Levels 12-20:
261,000 SF
Level 11:
9,300 SF
565,150 SF

30

S

kWh/m2
200

Mixed-mode
Complementary

Ventilation strategy

NW

N.P.

Mean annual precipitation

Ventilation overview:

5h

Berlin, Germany

Step 1). Volumetric Massing

Detroit
Chicago

San Francisco

04.1 Parameter Overlays (National)

After Block 162 was selected, the thesis incorporated the proposals
program (below) as a control to be re-designed through and aircentered design methodology.

Main Take-aways:

Average Annual Temperature:
N

Annual wind speed

1. Henderson, NV - +24.23%
2. Seattle, WA - + 23.86%
3. Denver, CO - +21.17%
4. Atlanta, GA - +20.67%
5. Miami, FL - +17.15%

05.1 Speculative Program - Block 162

Wind Rose:

Diurnal shift

2.

Seattle #18
Portland

Large Cities with Highest Growth :

GOLDEN
TRIANGLE

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: 10’/70’

1.

Another factor related to the thesis was accounting for projected growth
of cities. In order to keep the research relevant and usable, the population,
potential for expansion and current growth rate were factored into site
selection.

14th st.

Site entry:
primary:
side:

20

Cooling energy consumption

NATURAL AIR

front (ft):
side (ft):
rear (ft):
vertical (ft):

min. : 15%

40

conditioned office buildings)

117 kWh/m2 (CTBUH Data)

+

2.5h

today

surge of
technological
advancement

front: 0’
side: 0’
rear: varies**
vertical: 10’/70’

Site B

Heating energy consumption

time

strong biophilic
connection
between air and
architecture

min. : 15%

100

Project data:

NATURAL AIR

pre-1900 natural aero-tecture

Setbacks:

Site A

03.1 GSW Headquarters, 1999, 52°30’N

N.P.

PROBLEM

0 - 1899 CE

Min. Sun
Exposure:
min. (%):

EnEv2007 (Mechanically heated, naturally cooled building 160 kWh/m2)
EnEv2007 (Naturally heated and cooled building 135 kWh/m2)

ARAPAHOE
SQUARE

18th st.

After examining the site zoning for maximum flexibility (seen below),
the selection made was Site C. Site C is a 565,000 SF high-rise
office tower currently under construction in Denver. The proposed
program would become the speculative control for the thesis study.

180

140

BALL PARK

A

EnEv2007 (Fully air-conditioned building 190 kWh/m2)

160

Height Area 2

CPV
PROSPECT

While examining the district, three potential sites were uncovered
which were both zoned for high-rise construction and had a reach of
influence on the neighboring context. These were either surface lots
or projects that were currently under construction.

30
20

SE

kWh/m2
200

Mixed-mode
Complementary

80

NE

Heating energy consumption

Windward

Two main categories of natural ventilation include :

01.4 Supportive Readings
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Prevailing wind direction

Owner

Structural material

N
NW

06.0 Design Methodology (air-centered process)

Following the case studies and research, it was determined that the
following are the most important factors for natural ventilation to be
successful in hierarchical order :

**based on relationship to respective context

Could high-rise office towers “open the
window” again?
The proposed solution is to utilize
technology to:

920,500 sf.

Building occupier

Typical annual energy
consumption for
heating/cooling

U.V.C : Ultraviolet light in the range 200-280 nm. Has a major disinfecting effect on inlet air

01.3 Proposed Solution
What if at the turn of the 19th century
technology was integrated to strengthen
the relationship between natural air and
architecture, rather than brutally sever the
connection?

Gross area

Ventilation type

The Open Window vs. Nailing the
Windows Shut

Sick building syndrome
Extreme energy consumption rates
Interior experiential vaccuums
Psychological deterioration of workers

Windward

Air Exchange Rate : the rate at which interior air must be recycled with outdoor air. The current
recommended air exchange rate is 4 per hour, meaning every 15 minutes stale indoor air is
replaced with fresh air

Nailing the Windows Shut

ARCHITECTURE

Pre-1900, offices relied upon natural air. At
the turn of the 19th century, a technological
surge began to supplement natural air with
mechanical air. The consequenstial tall
office buildings caused:
•
•
•
•

Temperate

04.0 Parameters

Cooling energy consumption

Open Window
pre-1900 aero-tecture

Lat. 50°7’N
Long. 8°41’E

Climate classification

Leeward

These physical forces can be utilized in three main strategies :

In Percieving Atmospheres by Malte
Wagenfield, the notion of the neglection of
air is heavily supported. The theorist makes
a distinction between the historic periods of:

Frankfurt, Germany

Geographic position

56

Ventilation overview:

• Wind-induced ventilation
• Buoyancy-induced ventilation

Do we forget about air when we think about
architecture as ‘space’? And if so, what are
the consequences of such neglect?

Location

850 ft.

Stories

Ventilation type

01.2 Problem Statement

•

Prevailing
winds

Leeward : side of building opposite of the windward side

design output...

08

Open Window:
(era)

Prevailing winds : the average wind speed of the direction which experiences the greatest
percentage of wind per annum

design method...

07

per building code terminology, a building exceeding 75’ in height above
average grade plane

Buoyancy-Induced Ventilation : the other physical mechanism of natural ventilation.
Temperature differential and pressure differential in height between inlets and outlets drives air
in, up and out

thesis premise...

1997

Building height

05.0 Denver - Downtown Business District

Denver, CO
500’

Step 7). Formal Response (Decrease Velocity)

Step 8). Reduce Floor Depth + Add Stack

A second double-skin was
deployed, however now to act as
a porous membrane which can
reduce wind speed. The velocities
acting on this face would have
caused internal turbulence if left
untreated.

The resulting mass was then
carved to reduce floor plate
depth to the required 60’ depth
limit for 12’ ceiling height. Solar
chimneys were additionally
added to supplement wind.

Strategies applied:

Hilton Garden Inn - 233’

1. Double-skin facade

3. Thermal mass/Night Cooling

5. Passive/active solar shading

7. Passive air inlet design

400’

Per Zoning

Natural Air:

01

an air-centered design methodology (‘aero’ meaning of air and ‘tecture’
meaning build-er)

Year of completion

DESIGN METHOD

Once Denver was selected, I focused on the Downtown Business
District to find asite which could realistically house the typology of
interest.

Main Take-aways:

Average Annual Temperature:

SITE SELECTION

Building Height Unlimited

[Aero]tecture:

01.1 Contents:

Wind Rose:

Climatic data:

SITE CONTEXT

300’

18+ mph
15 - 18 mph
12 - 15 mph

200’

2. Atrium/chimney

4. Active air inlet design

6. Natural lighting

8. Wing wall/roof

03

Legend

100’

05

Most Optimal

9 - 12 mph
>9 mph

Least Optimal

After a series of overlays were cross-referenced,
an area noted on overlay 6 was determined
as area with potential for year round natural
ventilation. Denver was then selected for hitting
all parametric marks.

City Name
New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Phoenix
Philadelphia
San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Austin
Jacksonville
Columbus
Charlotte
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Washington D.C.
Boston
Nashville
Detroit
Oklahoma City
Portland
Baltimore

Wind (mph)
9.1
7.5
10.3
7.6
6.2
9.5
9.1
7.0
10.7
7.0
8.5
7.8
8.3
7.4
10.6
9.6
8.8
8.7
9.4
12.3
8.0
10.2
12.2
7.9
8.7

B.) Porous Windbreak effect

Legend
7.75° - 8.75°C

Least Optimal

Floor plate Depth:
•
See below diagram, floor
depth cannot exceed 5x
clear ceiling height: 12’x5
= 60’ Floor Depth
Stack effect:
•
Stack effect to
supplement for days
when building does not
intake enough wind
•
Solar chimneys designed
to the specifications
provided with the CFD
calculations

8.75° - 9.75°C
9.75° - 10.75°C
10.75° - 11.75°C

Most Optimal

5h

04

A.) Down-washing reduction (carve) effect

06
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A - XX / [AERO]TECTURE - Competition Boards

Double-skin (increasing)

Sky garden (buildings lungs)

Zone 5:

•

The sky garden is a public
vestibule space which treats air
prior to ventilating the interior
(see board 12 for visual)
•
Planting of bamboo and
ivy for passive air filtration
•
Water feature which
is heated or cooled to
humidfy or dehumidify air

Atmospheric Pressure:
.061

•

Private Office...

15 cfm/Occ.

•

Open Office...

20 cfm/Occ.

•
•
•

Atmospheric Pressure:
.061

Conference Room...
Reception...
Huddle Room...

Hybrid Office
• Private Office...
• Open Office...

Zone 4:

Zone 4:

Avg. Velocity:
2.4 m/s

Avg. Velocity:
2.4 m/s

Temp:
86.25° F

Temp:
32.25° F

Atmospheric Pressure:
.064

Atmospheric Pressure:
.064

Zone 3:

Zone 3:

Avg. Velocity:
2.8 m/s

Avg. Velocity:
2.8 m/s

Temp:
87.25° F

Temp:
33.25° F

Atmospheric Pressure:
.066

Atmospheric Pressure:
.066

•
•
•

Conference Room...
Reception...
Huddle Room...

Open Office
• Private Office...
• Open Office...

62 EA
3 EA
1 EA
2 EA
20 EA
85 EA
2 EA
1 EA
4 EA

Block 162

•

Conference Room...

25-30 cfm/Occ.

•

Reception...

15 cfm/Occ.

•

Social Lounge...

15 cfm/Occ.

•

Huddle Room...

10 cfm/Occ.

OPEN

To the right features graphics which reflect
approximate energy savings and air quality metrics
in comparison to a standard fully-mechanical
office building of this size and assumed metrics of
the current proposal for Block 162.

OPEN

HYBRID

12
8
4

4

Air-centered

7

Energy Savings:

A typical office building is only
required to comply with 4 air
exchanges per hour. Meaning
air remains rebreathed within
a space for 14 minutes prior
to exfil.
This proposal is caluculated to
achieve 15 exchanges per hour
at 50% openess. CDC research
suggests this rate of exchange
would reduce viral spread by
up to 90%.

15

13 EA
110 EA
2 EA
1 EA
6 EA

Compared to the standard office
building baseline in Denver, a
project of this size would require
roughly 250 Kwh/m2 of energy.
Space heating makes up 30% of
building energy consumption.
Natural ventilation reduces that
number to 167.

Heating/Cooling Strategy
Standard Office

Temp:
31.75° F

Required CFM per program:

Private Office
• Private Office...

Block 162 Current

Temp:
85.75° F

Optimal Plan - Zoning:

Required program per proposal:

16
Standard Office

Avg. Velocity:
3.6 m/s

Air Quality:
Air Exchanges/Hour

Zone 5:

Avg. Velocity:
3.6 m/s

After concluding design analytics and modeling,
the building was then compared to the existing
proposal to understand the pay-off of such design
strategies.

CONFERENCE

OPEN

Zone 5:

10.0 Performance Analytics and Floor Assembly

OPEN

Reduce solar heat gain
Cycle and treat air within
the double envelope
threshold
Utilize Venturi Effect

09.0 Optimal Planning Strategies
The resultant overlay was then used as the logic for zoning
the typical office plate per each program required. Three
optimized planning strategies were derived, one for each
type of office layout.

Lighting

Office only

Kwh/m2

.1 m/s

250 167 120

76

The passive lighting strategy (16’
floor to floor) and solar shading
reduce by about 47 Kwh/m2. The
office program alone would only
consume roughly 76 Kwh/m2.

Floor Assembly Strategies:

.2 m/s
.3 m/s

OPEN

OPEN

HYBRID

.4 m/s

Double Skin Facade

.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s

P
EN

•
•

Analysis _Winter:

.8 m/s

Air Intake Vent

O

The double skin is employed for
several reasons:

Analysis _Summer:

PRIVATE

Double-skin (decreasing)

The solar chimneys were added
to supplement on days where
there is less than average
wind impact on site. Inlets are
controlled by B.M.S technology

PRIVATE

08.0 CFD Analysis on Floorplates
Solar Chimneys

PRIVATE

The design output consists of three major components:
1. Double-skin (increase and decrease wind)
2. Sky garden (building lungs)
3. Solar chimeys (stack effect)

PERFORMANCE

PRIVATE

07.0 Method Output

PLANNING OUTPUT

HYBRID

PLANNING METHOD

DESIGN OUTPUT

OPEN

OPEN

Insulated Thermal Break

Air Inlet

07.1 Floorplate Extraction

Zone 4:

Speculative Plan - Private Office:

Speculative Plan - Hybrid Office:

Speculative Plan - Open Office:

01

02

03

B.M.S. Control System

Raised Floor System

Reinforced Concrete

Once it was determined the design output
operated per intent, the median floorplate from
each zone was extracted for local analysis.

Drop Ceiling
Avg. Velocity:
3.3 m/s

Avg. Velocity:
3.3 m/s

Temp:
87.75° F

Temp:
33.75° F

Atmospheric Pressure:
.068

Atmospheric Pressure:
.068

Speculative Plan - Private Office:

Solar Chimney: 480’ tall solar
chimney modules utilize
buoyancy-induced stack effect

Summer Mode: air is drawn in
naturally through air inlets
placed in the raised floor system
or through operable windows

Speculative Plan - Open Office:

South Gusting Winds: abundant
wind prevails in the south-west
direction at 4.3 m/s perpendicular
to the southwest face

08.1 Data Extraction and Pattern Recognition
Once CFD testing was ran and post-processed, the data was
once again unitized onto a 5’ x 5’ grid. The average velocities
were mapped with color per zone. (Orange being greater)

Summer - Zone 2:

Sky Gardens: 6 story tall atria
which functions as the lungs of
the building based off of
precedent Manitoba Hydro Place.
Oriented due south,

Summer - Zone 3:

Summer - Zone 4:

Summer - Zone 5:
Geothermal Air Handling Units:
In winter months, geothermal air
handling units heat incoming air
before it is passed into the interior.
Celing vents can be manually
operated. In the summer, excess
cold stored below the earths
surface acts to cool incoming air

.1 m/s
.2 m/s
.3 m/s

-

Summer Mode: Solar chimneys
draws stale, used interior air up
and exhausts it out of the
building

-

+

-

+
-

+

+
+

.4 m/s

-

.5 m/s
.6 m/s

-

.7 m/s
.8 m/s

+

Winter - Zone 2:

+

+

+

Winter - Zone 3:

Winter - Zone 4:

+

+

.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s

.1 m/s

.6 m/s

.2 m/s
.3 m/s

.8 m/s

.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s

Winter Mode: Solar chimneys
outlets close, fans draw warm air
exhast down to heat the parking
levels. Heat exchanges recapture
the heat and return it to the
south facing sky gardens to
preheat incoming air

.8 m/s

Result - Zone 2:

Result - Zone 3:

Result - Zone 4:

Result - Zone 5:

.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s

.8 m/s

How to design privatized furniture and glazing
components to better facilitate cross ventilation?

•

How passive inlet profiles could be better designed to
accelerate exterior air through interior space?

.1 m/s
.2 m/s

-

+

Geothermal System: 150
Boreholes 300 feet deep draw
excess heat or cold stored
beneath the frost line of the site

+

-

+

It can be concluded that hybrid and open planning permit
the most optimal ventilation for office floor plates. As a
general rule of thumb, if privatized offices must be planned
into the space, they must be placed either centrally toward
to core, or on the perimeter oriented parallel to natural wind
flow.

.1 m/s
.2 m/s

.7 m/s

•

-

+

Prior to running the CFD Simulations on each floor plate,
the data determined that while the spatial layout did
provide for ventilation through the entirety of the space, the
flow rate for private planning was below required rate. The
following would have to be explored further:

.1 m/s
.2 m/s

-

+
Conclusions and Research Outcomes:

100% Natural Air, 24/7: The
building works as a multi-zoned
hybrid which can adapt to
account for both summer and
winter extremes. In the summer,
the building focuses on opening
up, in the winter the building
seals up and conserves heat

-

Winter - Zone 5:

Speculative Plan - Hybrid Office:

.7 m/s

11

10.1 Systems Explained
09.1 CFD Planning Analysis

Zone 2:

“T H E O P E N W I N D O W”

High Performance Glazing

Summer Mode

Zone 2:

Winter Mode

Zone 3:

Zone 2:

*Note: Both summer and winter
mode are included in each floor
of the building. They have been
separated for graphic
communication of design intent

.3 m/s
.4 m/s
.5 m/s
.6 m/s
.7 m/s
.8 m/s

Original Render Context by: © Gensler. Block 162 Rendering. 21 Feb.
2019, www.skyscrapercenter.com/building/block-162/32914.
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07

The resultes for both summer and winter were overlayed to
achieve a recognizable pattern as the basis of logic for floor
planning.

08

09

10

“T H E S K Y G A R D E N”

12
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